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E.EkLY KENTUCKY NEW  ERA. 
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
THE ONLY WAY OUT.
Spain Sees She Must Fight
If Threatened By
THE UNITED STATES.
Metals at Madrid Expect hi Worst, and are
lamed be Strike the First 81ev.
SUMMARY OF RECENT DEVELOPMENTS.
Spain sees war ahead and
is preparing to strike the
first blow. 
.
Something may happen at
any moment to! precipitate
war
The ited States takes
stepa rd against the
possibiltt, 'of surprise.
The Viscaya sails from
New York for Havana.
The Maine was not destroy-
ed by accident. .
This is the unalimous de-
cision reached by the Board
of Inquiry at Havana.
Admiral Terry of Spain
states that there was no sub-
marine mine near the Maine
in Havana harbor but he is
not believed. On the contrary,
it is learned now that Capt.
Sigsbee knew the ship was
over a submarine torpedo
and it was absolutely known
in Washington before the




buoy in Havana harbor.
The keyboard to the sub-
marine mines is located in
an arsenal near Machina
dock.
Signs of war increase in
the Military and Naval De-
partments of the Govern-
ment.
Work on big guns is being
pushed and ship repairs are
hurriedly made.
Members of Congress of
all parties inform the Presi-
dent that the National funds
are at his disposal.
A XXIOCS FOR W.
*ashIngton, Feb It -The Govern-
ment realizes thaa something may occur
It any moment to precipitate war, and
so as not to be caught napping is cover-
ing every important potnt along the
Florida coast.
In Gemernmeut etrcles in Spain it is
teemed that me worst is expected.
Spanish newspapers as Madrid are arm
Ina the Government to at once take
measures to enable Spain to strike Cet-
era blow The prospect if war is pop
rar with all parties, so the Government
eas awe chance to get out of a tight.
TRY T Pull ACTION.
W tun moo u • Feb. 26.-The President
ham been informed by members of the
House of Representatives that if be
deemed such action opportune or ,expe-
&tint a bill could and would be immedi-
ately umroduced and asturecily peeped
through the Hone., placing Meathe dis-
posal of the Government 0200.000.000, or
as much thereof ma may be necessary
for the purpose of strengthening and
completing the nationai
The President WAS greatly pleased at
the conlidetice in him thas indicated,bat
gave no indication of his wishes in the
matter es what his decision would be.
In ofileial tarries here the feeling Is
!mowing stronger every hour that
enough has been done on the part of me
"‘nited &arms to spare the feelings of
aad that tee ton.. has come.
when, in any stepe to be taken in the
future, only the interests of our nation-
e. eonor and the defense of oar sea-
board Mates should be oonsulted.
The umminiceas opinion in Washing-
ton is dieS. Spain's responsibility for the
Maine disaster being established, we
mimed exact freedom for Cuba rather
than a mere cash indemnity for lives.
which cannot be replaced, and which to
their mourning nation are simply in-
valuable. All authorities agree that
Spain. black deg mast disappear forever
from thus side of the Atlantic, from this
hemisphere, that Puerto Rico as well aa
Cuba moot be free. for our relations of
close neighborhood with Spain area
constant menace and danger even in
time if peace, that a Spanish Onba and
$ Spanish Puerto Rim are intolerable
nuisance., which, if permitted., would
scan is atmetrede and eundreils of mil-
lions if doliers, and even then,
taking for granted a continuance of out
long suftertsig are tide, won id nit 1e--
ly lave•Ive as in a war
Indeed it i ciaaaied that a war woe
not have been .1141 -Costly to 044 éinted
States as has been title stat(444revertain-
ty for the last eighteen metallic which,
it is stated, has caused a loos of ban-
dreds of millions of dollars to oar com-
merce, to saw nothing of the cost of
maistelatog ueatrality laws, looking
out for filibusters. etc , etc
Waaleimittoo is toll at army 'Ind newe.
ofBeerseell the retired men leaving come
ken Ouse the Wowing op of the Maine
almodOroatloolliParele1110:1bseitlarern-
went in came of w
The Counnandaut at West Point has
been in conference with Secretary of
War Alger, and it is said that higher
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drill and instruct volunteers in case of
war.
Every Government official is of the
opinion that the time of talk for &Cuban
investigation has paesed and that the
time for action has arrived.
TERY ACTIN-it
WashiLgtota Feb. 26.-Nothing could
be as .aggrieve of war as is the un-
usual activity about the nervy yard.
Every lathe' is turning; every wheel
and piece of machinery yr being made
to work at its utmost capaqiey ; and the
men are all working extra hours.
All this activity in the tonally quiet
navy yard certainly means something,
means that Uncle Sam is going to have
satiefaction from Spain or know the
reason why.
Guns for ooast defense are being hour-
ly shipped from the various factories to
the sea-board cities and artabeing placed
in position as quickly es passible.
Thousands of extra mon are now work-
ing for Uncle Sam.
The Administration sees }bat it made
a big mistake in delaying preparations
for war until the eleventh hour.
At the New York navy yard men are
bein recruited as rapidly art they can be
examined.
President McKinley does not deny
that in his opinion Spain ist endeavor-
ing to precipitate a war and that it must
corns, but ire says this country will not
suffer any be it, for it will he fought on
the sea and will be of short duration.
NEW TORE HARBOR NOT Tie NISED.
Few York, Feb. 26.-A liars' paradise
is this city these war days and the old
place has its full quota of inhabitanta
The latest wild story is that the has has-
tily been mined.
It was rumored that torpedoes had
been strung along the bottom of the
Narrows from Fort Hrnalton to Eta
Wadsworth by a mysterious craft at
night. The boat, it was said, was occu-
pied by twelve men, and each man car-
ried from on to three mines.
When the time comes to mine the
channel the torpedoes will not be strung
on a cable from Fort Hamilem to Fort
Wadsworth. Minim are not laid in that
way. The actual plan of the proposed
mines provide for the placing of three
torpedo wires lengthwise along the
channel and extending as far as is nec-
essary to insure perfect safety out into
the lower bay. Forts Hamilton and
Wadsworth would be simply two of the
stations from which the mines would be
exe lod ed.
The 200 miles of this torpedo wire
necessary to mine the @nit:recast was
forwarded to Willet's Point a few days
ago. At permit there is not a mine or
torpedo in the harbor, but should occa
sion require it the approachea to the bay
can be made impenetrable is these or
four hour,. So perfect are the plans of
defense and destruction arranged by
the engineer corps that the entire At-
lantic and Gulf coasts can be complete-
ly mined in lees than three days.
A Milimorial Day.
Sunday, March 20, has been set apart
by the general officers of the W. C. T.
U. as a special memorial day for Frances
E. Williard.
It is already a red-letter dee among
the white nbboners, "Prohibition Day,"
the birthday of Gen. Neal Dew. The
Last official set of Miss Willard was to
issue a caU for it. general observance
not by white nbbouers alone, but by
churches and other societies.
"America's Greatest Hercules" is said
to be in trouble. Somebody upset a
bucket of water on his "500-pound iron
safe" and caved in one of its sides.
WITHOUT ANY RUDDER
Poor Brain Says He's As a
Wrecked Ship.
ILL IN MIND AND BODY.
As Ellett Being Nada his Have Old Soldiers
Criss Ts His Rescue,
SEL1EVED THE EX COMMANDER IS INSANE
News comes from Owensboro that
Commander John 0. Brain ii mentally
and physically prostrated. Au effort is
being made to nave old Confederates
come to his rescue
"I am • Wreck."
"I am a wreck, a ship at its litithont
a rudder and without a pilot, l and I
would like to lie down here and die,"
said the old Commander, who in a
prison cell, to a reporter yeeterdaY.
'•I am suffering great physical pain
and I need the assistance of a physician.
My body is racked with pain, andl must
lie down." and suiting his actions to his
words, reclined on a cot in the jail oor-
idor. He complained am one in great
pain and refused to be interviewed.
The Messenger says: It is the opin-
ion of many that the old man Wentz',
and give as a reason for it thatIno ra-
tional man would return so near it place
from which he was a fugitive, as Brain
did to Oweneboro, after jumping his
bail bond and skipping out.
"The old man was a gallant officer in
the Confederate navy," said Dr. Todd.
-He won e0Enci great victories and cap-
ered thetas vessels during the war. One
as New York was a very notable one.
tie went to New York Oity, and with
ix men captured a vessel with 'forty-
six men. There is no doubt abaut his
having bees a gallant soldier, sad one
time a gentleman. The Coufederate
ricorda show that be was I braviesuan
and rendered valuable service. 'Mt the
old man has gone wrong since the war,
which is another thing which leads me
to believe that he is crszy ; for what
sane man with such an honorable record
as history shows that Brain had made
would wind up his career by trawler-
that brand him as a felon and may
Land him in the penitentiary?"
,Not So Funny.
-Mika Messenger continues: "When
Constable Ricketts and Brain arrieed at
the foot of the se pa leading to Walker
& Slack's office, a rather amusing inci-
dent occurred. Mr. R. Monarch, the
gentleman who signed the bogus bill of
exchange for Brain, was coming down
the stepe. He looked closely at Brain
and said: "Ain't that Brain?" being
' answered in the affirmative, Mr.:Mon-
ate* said: "I shall prosecute you to the
end" The old commander made no
reply.
Oa to *IS Deb.
the teietitoilis Stif1! liNtotekit
hefttivila NiolsoffAllftlis NO* IN 111*510
0011. avoks Iii
'Ws MiwItoist4 lillf#P#ROS
44 Pitt fliOtt*Ca 44‘81 5414VOW*
patteu t OVIee Wide 11$11111444 $j1,siNi4
the tier gener•py are well pleased with
eta mealier of psocedu0.
FROM VERY NEAR HERE
'Phone, Shears and Pen Fur-
nish Items.
ALL PICKED UP TO-DAY,
News From Crofton. Pembroke, Fai view,
Trenton, Cad;z and Other Places.
JUST A MOMENT WITH OUR NEIGHSORS.
Crofton.
The farmem of this section are pre
paring for a large tobacco crop this sea-
Mr. Dock Dunning (lied Tuesday week
of la grippe. He leaves a small family.
Mrs. Geo. Faller, near here,died Tues-
day of last week of fevi r.
Mre. Carrie Sarnes, who hits been vie-
mug relative at this place for the past
few weeks, returned to her imam at
Kansas City, elo , lest week.
MrS. Genie Day, of Erliegton, was
visiting relatives here last wet-k.
Mr. Rufus Woodruff and wife visited
choler in St. Charles last week.
Pembroke.
Mr. W. W. Garnett, who has been
seriowly ill say mil weeks, is rapidly
Improving.
Rev. J. G. Bud filled his pulpit last
week after an absence of nearly a
month.
All the members of J. M Rose's fam•
ily have measles. He has just recover-
ed from a alight attack.
G. H. Allen has purchased the Cov-
ington property on Hopkinsville and
Jackson streets.
Mr John W. Covington and family
have removed from town to their farm
near Old Bethel church.
Trenton.
Mr. George Dram a most reverted
citizen of this county, died at his home
near Trenton Wednesday week of pneu-
monia
The Guthrie Courier says: '•A prom-
inent man of Trenton informed a Conr•
er reteast•ntative that a petition is be-
ing circulated to take from tbe town of
Trenton its charter. It seems thet prom-
inent and unpromineut men of the city
have a grudge against an official because
they can not rue the town to suit thorn.
selves and consequently wish to have the
charter annulled. It is said that many
merchants and other prominent men
have signed the petition.
GUARD AGAINST SHALL-PDX.
The Board of Reelth Advisee the Pre-
caution of EVerybady Vaccinating.
At a meeting of the local Board of
Health, Tuesday afternoon it was de-
cided to have the following notice pub-
lished, which will be read with great
interest by every citizen of Hopkinsville
and Christian county:
Toni. CIT.ZENS OF CHRISTIAN CO.,K Y. :
In view of the prevalence of small-
pox in the Eastern part of our State and
n other loedities in the South, you are
strongly urged to take the precaution at
once of having yourself and those under
your care protected from this loathsome
disease by vaccination.
Though is is hoped this place will not
be visited by small-pcm. now is the time
to prevent it.
There is no assurance that a case may
not be imported at any time.
It would be criminal for any one to
neglect this simple but sure preventive
ember for himself or family.




To cleanse the system in a gentle and
truly beneficial manner when the
Springtime comes, use the true and per-
fect remedy, Syrup of Figs. Buy the
genuine. Manufactured by the Califor-
nia Fig Syrup CO. Only, and for sale by








THREE FINISH CENTURY RUN
Local meeelmen Ride One Hundred
In Twelve Hours
Five local wheelmen started on a cen-
tury ran Sunday morning. They
were Mesms. Fred Gilbert, Charlie
Prowse, Ed Lawson, Muncie Moss and
Geom. Phe'pe Aft , fomy miles had
been ()everts! Meseta Moss aud Lawson
dropped out. The others finished the
run. The route was twenty miles out
on the Clarksville pike and back, thence
eleven miles on the Fairview pike and
back, and nineteen miles on the Clarks-
ville pike and back. The century was
completed in about twelve hours, in-
cluding all stops. Bicyclist Harried, of
Madisonville, who was to lead the run








till em sea PftEtc $1 twr wino r
meeeelT a54S441141,
THE GOEBEL BILL PAIS/ D.
(sae. TO NEW ERA)
Frankfort, Ky , Fish. 26 -I :GO p m -
The Goebel Eleerien Bill is Low beam
debated in the Boum and a pretty live-
ly debate it is, am, for it has a number
et very bitter opporients. It is thonglit
highly probable that a night session
may have to be held in order to complete
the d. bate and get a vote on the bill.
It is said that many of the mt tubers
who are now opposing the bill will
change their vote from tiny to aye he.
fore the vote is announced if the roll
call shows the bill to have pissed.
they do not wiett to go on record against
it Since it has been made a party Lute's-
ure by the House caucus.
The Senate this afternoon killed the
Chinn Sehool Book Bill and passed iii
its stead the school book bill introduced
by S •nator Bren-ton It is feared that
the bill will be pa•sed too late to do any
good, for it has to go to tne House, and
as the Governor would veto it there
wi I not be time left to pass it over hie
veto when it comes heck, for he would
be certain to hold it tot th'e full ten days
allowed by law.
The Local Option Bill mast d the Sen-
ate yesterday by a vote el to II,
The bill to provide e fund of #3e0.000
for a new State Capitol will be favora-
bly reported to the House.
The Cigarette Hill passed by the
House is clearly miconstitutional, an('
surprise is expressed that that fact was
not apparent to the members.
L iTER-3 :37 p. w.-Gdebel bill jut
passed, 57 to 41.
MARRIES WRONG MAN.
SPE4 'IAL TO NEW ER..1
Sioux City, Ia., Feb. 25.-Emma Lar-
son married in such haste that she got
the wrong man. The courts annulled
the ceremony to-day.
While in Westfield, N. Y., several
years ago she became slightly acquaint-
ed at Ha Frank Schultz. After she came
here Schultz: cousin, Julius Karachi,
learned thet she greatly admired
schultz. As she had Annie money, he
resolved to come here, Immo as Schultz,
whom he strongly resembled, and mar-
ry her.
Miss IA111011 never knew Schultz well,
awl, not having seen him for some time
believed the story. She mart Prl Krur-
ash, who moon tied with most of her
money. She sued for a repay ation and
secured it t day.
Were Harried.
Mr. T. J Meeord, a weleki own
young farmer, und Mire Josiie Bowlieg,
a pretty young lady, were married Sat-
urday night
The marriage took place at the
home of the bride in the Croftnn
Rev. George W. Davie officiated.
Worth Try Gig.
A writer in the Sca ntific American
says that he has cleared his premises of
vermin by making white wash yellow
with copperas ard covering the stones
and rafters with it. In every ermice in
which a rat might go he put the tem-
peras and scattered it in corners of the
floor. The result was the complete dis-
appearance of rats and mice. Since
that time not a mouse or rat has beif n
seen near the house
REPORT OF WEEK
The Condition of the Local
Tobacco Market.
INCREASED DEMAND.
County Operation,. On A ccount of the Weath-
er, Have Been Small.
INDICATIONS OF AN IMMENSE PLANTING
Hopkinsville tobacco receipts for last
week were 170 hhds ;offerings 940; reject-
lions 23; sales (public and private) 76.
The break offerings continue very smill
and are about :evenly divided bete een
old and new tobacco.
Prices Easier.
The old is mostly lugs and some very
common leaf. Prices last week were a
little taster, although there is an in-
creased demand for such stock.
The new was very common in quality
and showed no really good tobacco, a:-
though a bombes(' was bid tip as high
RS $11,75, and another at 110,53 per hun-
dred.
The market for new was a little more
isc'ive and price- wt-re a little stronger
the sp•culutors ahd ratter:1h re coutiute-
to buy the bath of it
Country operations, both buying and
deliveries, have beeu quiet because of
the cold weather.
Immense Planting.
Indications point to an immense plant-
ing this spring, and plant Lede can b•
semi almost everywhere.
Quotations are for old: Trash $21,,
2.b0 ; ecannion lugs $2 75e 3 35; medium
tugs $3 50m 4 4',0 ; good logs arise«, 475 ;
line lugs Seer .5 50; low leaf WO $0;
common leaf $7c8 50; no better offer-ed."
- -
TREASURY SeATEIdENT.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
Washington, D. C., Feb. 28.-The
monthly treasury statement to be is-
sued text Tuesday will show a small
surplus for February. Customs receipts
up to to-day amount to $14,436,715, a
gain over the same period of last year
of over $3,350,000. The receipts front
internal revenue show an increase of
about $564,000.
The excess of expenditures over re-
ceipts for the first year of the present
Administration, exclusive of Pacific
railroad payments, will be about $24,-
000,000, conipared with a deficit of
about 111,47,04i(ime) the first year of the
last Adminktration. It at expected by
the treasury °Metals that the receipts
troth etistntes hit *HI elm* it
Ihriaish beet thy Mimes&
ANON* the *hill% 145 theie he
%NNW Iliti;104 0401040o NM; it Is NC
001 miftiltio fvf *Ili wow
Mill 4 lietitat'll Wile tiutWe
MOUS cures rlientestelle 4440 ueueelgie.
Nit Se. t' 1411 druggist*.
%
SITUATION GRAVE. that tee investieation by the Court iseuperficiai.
No matt. r a hat sort of a report
• made, Vt., public um ..o.tudou
thst Spanish trs.a-lwry cancel
es s men, By Request, up, lobs itt the vossf-1, nor will nt cease to
Srant Sunday At The 
tririttnei.t•i edistfarte s oilinot fur Cuba,o goto  even f thei 
war to liber-
ate the island. Sp in must leave this
side of the Atlantic forever.
Hale and Boutelle, who are Chairmen
of the Naval certinnitteee of the Senate
aud Hotme, anti aleo Speaker Reed, are
oppmed to preparations for war and de-
Mare that much preperatems will 1•-ad
the world to expect war and a ili finally
cause war a hich would not etherwise
have occurred. 'they oppose appropria-
tions for increasing the Nevy. It is
useless to state that they belong to Wall
ritri..4 and are obeying its orib re in this
matti r.
NATIONAL CAPITAL.
Hale, Braelle And Reed Ire Opposed to
FA :her Pr, para'hins For War.
PACKIN_EY SEEKING THE POPLL1R SiDE
Waiderigton. Feb. e8 -So grime wits
thti situetion r• warded Saturday that the
Republican leaders in the Ileum ri ques-
ted a majority of the member!' of that
party to remain in the city Sunday in-
stead going away on visits to New
Yolk, Philadelphia and other places, a•
many of ih•-m do • very Surname Tin!
Admi istratiou wanted to be prepare"
for ane emergency that might mem.
A YlOOROCS POLIt Y.
Nee York, Feb 241.-The Son pill",
'klieg! mi etroeg (lisp/Itch on the pomtion
Ciibinet took in regent to the Main,
dims?. r ist its met titig Saturday. Whit
no &neat, decieien was reuehed, them'
was :et almost general • xpreseion ot
that Spain should be compelled
to give the meet complete satisfaction
for the loss of the battleship arid the
f so many of lit r crew, if the
Board of lequiry reported that she a-ss
not tit stroyed by an sicced+ nt.
RI PORT.
It is said that two members of th•
Cebieet were in favor of mkicg an in-
demnity and declaring that the Unites:
States would be satisfied with its pay-
ment, lint they found themselves in 4
hopelmis mieority, their colleagues de
caring that greater punishment should
be Jell...ad. The Cabinet was inclined
to the idea that amion by the Urines)
Stet-s -Mittel take the form of a dernatel
for a Feavy inaeninity and the i xecu-
t.on of all pereou concerned in the de-
struction of the Maine, no matt' r what
their 1.1,11 inn, mid in the event of a die-
uvowui by Spain of resporieibility for th•
effete, the innuetiiate I oinhardnient of
!Jammu by the North Atlantic al ;adroit.
- -
MORE RAIIAMS WAN ED.
Washington, Ft b. 28.-Secretary Lorp
will esk Congress to authorize the en-
leer:wee of 1500 additional tailors for the
Navy. The riqueet will receive num. -
Mate ettetaion. Orders have been sera
to Jammu providing for the enitetineut
of 10 0 seamen. A large force of met:
at Bumon is hurrying the preparation et
&mum:talon for the worships. i he were
at the Bogner Wettertown Arsenal 01
manearturing gun cetriages has bete
order, d pushed.
TO 7 RANsPORT TR001 S.
Wu-iiitatton, lab 28-Hint steam•
shim have been oedered to get ready ti
maim ort American troops from Tampa,
Flm, to Havana within a few hours'
The sly fiabuster Datualem, which
was r potted to have again femme: off to
Cuaa eith another • zee-moon as now
mita to be in the employ of the Govern-
ment. The mama is one of the fastest
afloat, and couid render valuable service
to Uncle Sam.
It is learned that the Navy Di part
!Dent has closed contracts for three hun
dred Ha uiand tons of ccal for naval
stations.
CUBA NOT FOR SALE.
Wiabington, Feb. 28.-It is believed
here that the Men of the settlement on
the Cebau tuatter by purchase mtat be
abauriouid. Advices fruit' Mat.ral art
mom emphatic en that pent.
Great Iv-items-tit is mid to exiet lii
the City of M•xico over the situation
The Mt xieaus are for the United States,
as they dames.. everything Spanish.
DOS:S Nor EXPECT WAR.
WiteLington, Feb. 28 -Araistant Sec
retary Rummer-It grater that while the
Adnimistratieu dose Lot • xpect war, it
is reeking ( very preparations for it.
A skirmish hue of torpedoes ties been
placed in New York author and en•
trauces by which a hostile fleet would
be blown to amine le fore it could se-
cure a point of advantage for bombard-
ment.
Lettere are pouting in upon Congress-
men at the rate of 110,000 per day urg-
itig that Cuba be declared free.
The *Mein is telling on Prtsident Mc
andStcretames Long and Al-
ger, ail of whom are working about le
hours a day.
TIIE COURT OF INyClItY.
Washington, Feb. 28.-The Court of
Inquiry arrived at Key West yesterday
inornear, having left Havana late Sat-
archly night. Iii. to (lay busy taking
tem tummy t (the survivors of the Maine
ehis will take a roeple of (lays and nli
Wednesday the Court will return a
Havana and sets a lii till. divers rnnt
tlincovered in an %Lek of to-dm
soil tursaay.
















t rod uction of
Wine of Cardul has now demon-
strated that niee-teatiaof ell the
ca-its of menstrual disorders do
not reqtare a physician's attention
at tile IThe simple, pure
MC MEE)
Ineora
taken in the privacy of a womanei
own home insures quick rshef and
speedy cure. Women need not
hesitate now. Wine of Carclui tee
quires no humil•ating exarrani-
ti -)ns for its adoption. It cores any
disease that comes treigrefilfheal
of "female troubles"--disordered
menses. falling of the. womb,
"whites," change of lite. It makes
women beautiful by makleg them
*ell. It keeps them young by
keeping theta healthy. $1.00 at
tilt iltue store.- , sts










Washington, Feb. 28 -Mine polite
diens here declare that President Mc-
Kinley is simply waiting to find out be-
yond the shadow of a doubt the popular
-ide of the American-Spanish affair and
will then shape hie policy acmordingly.
They my hp IS simply a "lime-server,"
phi3itlir tOr st second hermit. S 'me of the
ni.-11 multi! g this stutement are Republi-
can lea•lers and know what they are
talking about.
They say he wants to find out whether
the great Illiusses of the people will be
-masted with a mere indemnity. Or
whether they demand wur, or both.
When he is petalled as to what will be




Ten thousand dollars for a dislocated
shoulder aud broken arm is the tutu de-
mandt d of the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad Company by Milton Haien-
tiue.
Burt in Christian.
The complaint alleges that in Novena
bele Balentine was a brakeman in
the employ of the railroad company,
aud on the 26th of November, 1696,
while in the service of said company he
was terown from a freight train near
Empire, Chris:lin county, la intiecky
Ind seriously injured.
He amoral that the train was imprne-
erly made up with a tank ear next the
eaboose and that the train was running
:it a pi d of 60 miles an hour.
In • lanbing over the tank to reach his
makes he was thrown from the train
whereby he so tattled paieful and per
marine injuries.
For Medical Attention.
He also alleges that for medical attec•
lion by reason of his iejaries he his beset
compelled to • spend $500 siLd prays that
he may be awarded *10,000 damages.
The suit is lilt d in the court at Evans-
ville.
TAKE 3709/8201, MATRIMONY.
Hr. J. W. Knight and Miss Besst•Han-
cock Joined in Wedlock.
Mr. J. W. Knight and Miss Bessie
II:amuck, popular attendants at the
Weet• rut Kehtucky Asylum for the In-
uterus, were jeined in marriage Saturday
The cer• ninny was performed in the
presence of a few friend', at the resi-
dence et Mr. J A. Ramsey, near the
the Asylum. Rev. J D. Irwin tied the
nuptial knot.
JUST ONCE TOO OFTEN
Band of Burglars May Soon
Be Captured.
E. B. CLARK'S GROCERY
Establishment Was Entered By Thieves Some
time Satu•day Night and Robbed
SUSPICION POINTS TO COLORE ) BOYS
Clark & Co 's eracem on Main and
Eighth street' a as burglar zed some
time early Sunday morning. It is
believed that the thief or thieveb con-
cealed themselves in the store while the
clerks were bu-y and were locked in
when the store alai closed up Saturday
uight.
A Suspicious Noise.
Sunday night Mr. Claude Clark opened
the front door of the store. He beard a
Auspicious noise in the rear of the plate
sua going back found that a large ease
if-knives had been moved from the
frout of the store to a door in the back
room. He imiumilately went for the
police. An investigation showed that
510 or $15 worth of houses a number of
cigar and other merchandise w ere miss
'ug, aria that the burgls,n4 had ine• e
their exit by Marley i a plaek mmer a
-mama staircase that to leads an upp• I
.tory
elorolim morn. several of the stolen
Maven air, tousid iii mu roo.0 Memo TM-
-tore. Mr. Clark is conledeet that nowt -
me was in the room when he first opin-
ed the door la-S night, and escaped at hen
se grocer went after the officers.
THE DREADED
CONSUMPTION.
r. A. Si111.1.11T, M. C.. the Great Chemist end
riri.ntlet. Will Send Free, to the Afflic-
ted. Three Bottles rit Ills Newly
Discovered Remedies to
COUSLI in Won rind All
idiug 'Troubles.
Nothing could be fairer, more philen-
throptc or carry more joy to the eft:ac-
ted, than the offer of le A. Slocum, M.
, of Pei Pearl street, New York City.
COotittent that he has discovered an
etealute cure for rousumptiyn and all
pulmonary comphante, and to make its
great merits know.u, he will send, free,
three betties (if nueliciee, to stay reader
of the NEW ERA who is suffering frOm
'Meet, bronchial, throat and lung trou-
bles or consumption.
Already this"new scientific course of
medicine" has permanently cured thou-
sands of appareetly hopeless cases.
The Ddetsir considers it his religions
duty-s dna, 'which he owes to human-
ity- to foliate his infallible cure.
ffered freely, is enough to commend
lid more so Is the perfect confidence
o the great chenast making the prot o-
n nn.
He has proved the dreaded enneump-
Hon to he a curable disease beyond any
doubt.
--4Ne *MI tie tit ' Mt*k Hie
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Are Scarcely Less Terrible
May Easily and Readily Find
Help.
A man lice flat on hie back, bound so that
he cannot move an inch. Ile is in a dun-
geon, at first dark as a well, but in a few min-
utes a light in the cein!sg, far ure :thews a
mechanical figure of Time w;th his scythe.
The figure denceruls slowly, the scythe
swings, and the prisoner realizes that unless
some unexpected help should come, he will
be slowly eta to pieces. What followed is
told by Edgar Allen Poe in the fantastic
story called "The Pit and the Pendulum."
The man ametang the approach of a
dreadful death is a type of a large class of un-
fortunates who, entangled in the strangling
coils of an octopus, have lost all hope of free-
dotn. This monger is el••rphine. Perhaps
the victim is yet reveling in that glorious
state of exhilaration which follows the first
use of the drug. If so. like the man in Poe's
story, be has not noticed (lie hi -hut in t ceil-
ing and is unaware of his (Ling( r. Maybe
the disease has urogres,ed PO far that the
sufferer notices& weaknessof the hearesac-
tion that the general health is feeble, the
body poorly nourished, the sight double.
This Le soon followed by a peculiar twitch-
ing 'if the muscles, a numbnem of the hands
and feet, at-ti the utter collapse of the
nervous sm. ! ie victim now becomes
meth= an uneasy. A feeling of despond-
ency seizel him. This mental depression
increases aa one course of treatment after
another fails utterly. The future is dark
and filled ieth gloom. Days of wretched-
ness follow mights of horror in ender pro-
cession. Has utter helplessness to rid him-
self of the iimubus adds to his misery. The
terrible effacts of the deadly drug become
more and more apparent. Deeper and
deeper he tanks into the mire of despair,
until all hope of ever being anything
but a slave in bondage is abandoned. Re-
morse and apprehension take poesewion of
his mind, d the temptation to end his ma.
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e
stable existence becomes almost overpower-
ing.
But there are few situations eoznpletely
hopelem. Poe's prisoner was rescued a lien
the swinging scythe was dose to hip. bremt,
and the vicbms of the Morphine halm and
their shattered nerves are restored a them 0.••
j;t1717haii been perfected by R. A. Gar.n. M.
t of life by a system of treatnent
D., 41 East 21st street, New York (Sty, and
which has yet to record its first failure. It
is iota "tapering off" or raheitution pro-
cess. It is as harmless as it is painless. Itdoes away with all desire for tie drug, sied
quickly restores the shattered nervous same
tern to its normal condition. It treats the
condition as a disease and not ass halet. It
Is scientific and successful. For full prem-iers address as 'Leave.
WiTtlirtirMITMITMTIMMTMItitrt11/11M1/11
our Opportunity!
We have decided to wind up our CLOTHING business in Hop-
kinsville, and wish to call your attention to the fact that we are
now selling this immense stock of Clothing at New York manufact-
urers' cost. This is undoubtedly a great opportunity for you to
save money, if you are, or expect to be, in need of anything in our
line. This is no humbug or hubbub sale, but actual sale to clear up
our stock. We have an imniense stock of goods on hand, amount-
ing to $25,000, and you can get suited in most anything you wish.
Will be glad that you call guild examine our stock and get some of
the prices. Thanking you all for all past favors, we are,
Truly Yours, Etc.,
AMMOTH
101 ticx I xi ='c lx 4E5 C:b •
SZ ZMZk &`
r,:iWhat Do ou Think?
•
e9
DO YOU THINK it a good scl
somebody else $9.00 for a SADEI/LE that we
ieme to pay $
7.25?vs, will sell you for : : : 
CTommrommomme
, DO YOU REGARD it as good plolicy to pay $
•
0
• will sell you for
some one else $5.50 for
. •




DO YOU THINK it thrift to buy AR-/w NESS elsewhere, when on e‘ S:rery ,pur- avc you moncy?
chase you make we can
It will not only pay you well
and see our stock.
but it will please us to have
F. A.Yqst & Co.m EXCLUSIVE HARNESS AND I
SADDLERY HOUSE. Hookinsville, Ky.
you call
tf;)6 CWL 461 (ZZZZ4N W
°towline
OPIUM, CHLORAL AND COCAINE HABITS
A radical, positive and permanent cure
guaranteed in 5 dive Absolutely harmless.
No "taperingoff" process - No substitu-
tion method psstacniars adelroo
Strirtanat ctoti n10.-0
R. A. GINN, M.D.,
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BANKRUPT i n health.
constitution undermined by ex
travagance ill eating, by disre
garding the laws of nature, or
,Thysical capital all gone, if so
NEVER DESPAIR





Tuft's Liver Pills Flow liCILMITT Agent




Removes all Corns. Ilidnions and Warts,
a it hont pain, ateeedily and permanently
all Droattats sell esitores
LAST LSCSAS Ountl PAINT
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ELY'S ('REAM BALM Is • poattirr.,-ra.Apply Into the nostrils. It it quickly
tarts at Drte:ciste or by mad : samples • - a
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No. NW Ac. No. IOC No. 472. As
daily. ex. Mu*. daily. daily.
7:16 a. ma. 11:15 p. n . • :nu p. ml
An. Prinet'n 8:31) a. O. 4:?4 p.m. T:16 pita:
Hentl`son 500p. tn.
" XVAILLII 5:46 p.m..
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TIE E NEW ERA. 
It is a great pay that President Mt, TO DRILL EVERY NIGHT
Kinley has no influence with the
ministration.
-PUBLISHED BY-
liew EraPrinting& Publish'g Co 
In view of the fact that the Bible spye
tuat flesh is grass, no man should be
HUNTER W000. President. blamed for being green.
!_ - --
OFF:CE -New Era Building, Seventh 
The St. Louis Pest-Dispatch is of 'tin
ftreer u• Main, Hopkinsville, Ky. )pinion tha
t many of New York's 4te
 'ho are to appear at a masked bat 
a,
getable would show up much b tee
I es weeds.
$ 1.00 A YEAR.
l'..easived at the postodlce In
es seeead-onies mail matter
I
th'"'""` Those who have gotten 
down +ea
'guns and begun to put them in midi-
- - tion to be used had might as 
well ;put
Friday, Mareh 4, 1898. them away again, for Mark
 Hanna teyli
  there will be no wa
r. .
- ADVERTISING RATES:
One inch, first insertion 
One inch, one month. 
I ine inch. three months 
One inch, si x months. 






Additional rates may be had by 
applies-
U041 So: the onitro.
Transient advertising muss be paid
 for in
advance.
Chargcs for Yearly advertisements 
will be
eolleeted quarterly.
All advertisements inserted wi
thout spec-
ified ulnae will be charged for 
tintiii ordered
out.
an.noundensents of Marriages and D
eaths.
Lot exceeding dye lin,, and 
notices of
pnwse Wag publod_grat is.
Obituary Notice*, Resolutions 
of Respect,
and other similar asaticos, the or ut1 per
 line.
- CLUBBING RATES:-
The WannLy New 2111A and the following
rear 000 year;
eineineinnatt Enquirer. . 31 5o
tisZikliffeekly St. Louis Republic 
1 Te
genni-Weetty (Robe-Democrat.175
Home and Farm  
1 55
Weakly Louisville Dispatch 
  1 50
Ladles' some evened
Twice-a- Week Coo rier-J wart; -11 . 
iT)
Tel-Weekly New York World , 
1 4.0
Special clubbing rates with any 
Magazims
or newspaper published In the Unitad 
States
COURT DIRECTORY.
Oaseurr Coearr-First Monday in June




in January, April, July and October.
reiceL Cot:me-First Tuesday in April
and October.
0057Y Cotner-First Monday in every
month.
Spain has some ships and some men,
but she has notmoney. Your Uncle Sam-
neldias them all, in abundance.
Tbspresent Legislature has so far been
about as trifling as any that ever sat 
at
Ininkfort. There has been entirely too
much politics for the public good.
In opening her speech to Parliament
recently Queen Victoria said: "My
Lords and gentlemen." The Lords,
however, didn't take offense at the in-
sinuation.
If all those who are in favor of the
restoration of silver to its lawful place
in the currency system of the United
States will get together and work from
now until the next November election
they can easily capture the text Honee
of Representatives, for the voters are
disgusted witn the Hanna-McKinley
Administration.
President McKinley took the tron.
to send messengers to the various be _-
nen centers throughout the country y. -
terclay to declare to the stock gambers
and gamblers ot every sorts that te
no danger of war with Spain. I.
President McKinley paid half the Wee-
tion to the other people of the country
that he pays to stock and bond gamble's
there would now be no prospect of A
war, for he would have settled the Cu-
ban matter nearly a year ago, nor 
would
the lives of 253 men in the naval service
of the country have been sacrificed, nor
would the nation have been disgraced as
It has been by his infamous and coward-
ly policy in dealing with the treacherous
Spanish. Mr. McKinley's first thought
on ell occasions and under all circum-
stances is for the nation's gamblers, and
he even wants Cuba to agree to pay to
the holders of Spanish bones the sum of
one hundred million dollars for their
liberty, which they are justly entitled to
by reason of having whipped Spain in
the most cruel, the msst barbarous war
of the Nineteenth century. In Mr. Mc-
Kinley's eyes the people byte no rights,
In fact, there are no p. vie. except the
gamblers.
State of Ohio. City of Toledo,
Lucas County.
Frank J. Cheney mak( oath that he
Is the senior partner of F. J. Cheney dr
Co , doing business in the city of Tel, do,
county and State aforesaid, and that
meld firm will pay the sum of one hun-
dred dollars for each and every case of
c start% that cannot be cured by the use
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and eubecribed in




Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal-
ly and acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. Send
for testimonials. free.
F. J. CLIENEY & CO..
Toledo, 0.
Sold by druggists 75c.
Hail's Fondly Pills are the best.
ON ICIVJOVII1
Both the method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; i is pleas('
and refreshing to the taste, and al'
gently yet promptly on the Klan
Liver end Bowels, cleanses the.
tern effectually, dispels colds. h(
aches awl fevers and cures liabiti
constipation. Syrup of Figs is ti
only remedy of its kind ever j-r.
iced, pleasing to the taste and a,
ceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action awl truly benenciat in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agroeal le su bstances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all leading drug-
gists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will pro- 
it had not been for Pe-ru na. ; I reeom-
men d Pe-rn- na to all those 4ho suffer
cure it promptly for any one who
wishes to try it. Do not accept any 
sith la grippe."
snbetitute. 
Send for free book on "Winter Ca





LOUISVILLE, if. r°". 1-f. Ohio.
ing school at Fairview.
Mr. G. W. Cox and little sou, Gilmer
speut last Sunday with his sister. Mrs.
Deve Ralston in the Antioch. neighbor-
hood.
Quite a number of Miss Ethel Davis'
friends spent a few hours very pleasant-
ly at her home Monday night playing
p rlor games.
M es Minnie Ornuk who has been
for the pant month, is slowly im-
proving.
Misses Allie and I.thel and Claude
Davis spent last Sat rday in your city.
Amos Robinson and wife, of you-
el: te were the pl• Agent guests of N.
W. C. Dairs family Sunday.
-
.T Cc) 'elan will preach the third
I1-1,w Sunday in each month at
Concord.
--
Mrs W. C. Dein spent Tu eday with
her sister, Mrs. Clerk, in the Dogwood
neighborhood.
Mr. Clem Davis spent Sunday in the
Kirkmansville neighborhood.
- -
Miss Ethel Davis spent Sunday even-
ing with Miss Allie and Claudia Davis.
-TIIRETEORT.
By Diplomacy.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, March I.-President Mc-
Kinley said again this morning that the
Maine disaster would doubtless be set-
tled by diplomacy.
Many persons high in authority are
of the opinion that this expression from
the President is being circulated to put
Spain off guard.
Congress is almost as an unit against










riod of her life.
Becoming a
mother should be
a source of joy
to all, but the
suffering and
danger of the ordeal make
anticipation one of misery.
MOTHER'S FRIEND
;s the remedy which relieves
omen of the great pain and suf-
luring incident to maternity; this
lour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made
nainless, but all the danger is re-
moved by its use. Those who use
this remedy are no longer de-
spondent or gloomy; nervousness
nausea and other distressing con-
jitions are avoided, the system is
made ready for the coming event,
and the serious accidents so corn-
to the critical hour are
Civiated by the use of Mother's
Friend. It is a hi--C3sing to woman.
$1.00 PER BOTTLE at all Drug Stores,
or sent by mail on reeedpit of price.
BOOKS Containing invaluable of
FREE 
I tn.,t. ear ys t wuomr, mint
iy
The BESDFIZLD REGCLATOR CO., Atlasta, Gs.
IN CIRCUIT COURT.
Bus.ness Being Dispatched
at a Rapid Rate.
SENTENCE OF 3 YEARS.
Couple of Crap Shooters Fined Twenty Dol-
lars Each,
A SEDUCTION CASE IS ON TRIAL.
Circuit Court is gettieg down to busi-
ness without unnecessary delay. Mat-
ters are being dispatched with prompt.
newt that promises to clean the Coin•
rnonwealth docket in lees than two
weeks. Judge Cook does not conteuance
dilatory tactics. He does not approve
of continuing cases when the ends of
justice and equity do not demand it
The favorable impression which he
made at the convening of court grows
stronger with the members of the bar
and with the people as the days go by.
Wedneseay India e aid Lizzie Hs yes,
two notorious women, were fined $10
each for keeping a bawdy house.
Jas. Tucker, who was in jail aw Ming
the action of the grand jury on &charge
of shooting with intent to kill, was re-
leased ou motion of the Common-
wealth's Attorney, the grand jury hav-
ing failed to find an indictment after in-
vestigation.
Frank Buckner, George Locker and
Herbert Callis were indicted jointly at
the last session of the grand jury for
gaming. On motion of the Common-
wealth's Attorney the indictment as
against Callis was dismissed. Buckner
and Locker entered a plea of not guilty
and the case went to trial on its merits.
The jury returned a verdict of guilty,
assessing a fine of $20 against each.
Rnfe Johnson, indicted for malicious
shooting was tried, found guilty and
given a term of three years in the peni-
tentiary.
The case of the Commonwealth
against Joseph MelLoy, indicted for the
crime of seduction under promise of
marriage was called yesterday ai d
both sides announced their readiness to
enter into trial. Much time was con-
sumed in empaneling a jury, the case
being one of considerable notoriety and
many citizens have formed and express-
ed opinions. The taking of testimony
and the arguments of the counsel will
consume a couple of days.
The following Cases were continued to
the next term of court:
G. B. Sprouse, frend in prizing to-
bacco; John Edwards, trespass; Minor
Chilton, petit larceny; Frank Sherman,
malicious shooting; Frank Pall, malici-
ous striking, two case.; Green Coleman.
selling liquor without license; Abe
Jones, same, two eases; Frank Pall, ma-
licious shooting; Warner Cooksey, c. c
d. w.; John Rawlins, malicious shoot-
ing; Jackson Corlett, c. e. d. w., and
breach of peace; Robt. Morris, c. c. d.
w., and Buster Merritt, sante.
Lightning Hot Drops-
What a Funny Nam. I
Very True, but it Kills All Pain-
Sold Everywhere, Every Day-
..ithout Relief. There is No Pay!
FOR SALE BY R. C. HARDWICK
Letter From Kelly.
As our town has rot been represented
in your esteemed paper. I thought I
would write some of the passing events.
Mr. J. A. Boyd will buy tobaci,o here
as usual. He is a fair man in the busi-
ness an..1 gives all that he thinks it is
worth.
Miss Florence Buchanan will com-
mence a subscription school at Kelly's
school house Monday. March 7th. Mies
Florence is said to be a good teacher.
She is a self-made girl and we can not
say too much in her praise.
Mr. Miles Boyd made a short visit to
Crofton last Sunday.
Miss Pearl Cannon has been visiting
the Era neighborhood. She was at the





Mrs. Marie Darnall Garrott, wife of
W. Walton Gnrrott, was born near the
yity Of Memphis, Tenu , Jane tette
I i5B2.
She was the youngest of four little
girls, left motherless when 1.•!is than a
year old' She was reared, as it were,
in the lap of the 0. P. Suulay School,
and joined tea church when scarcely
nine y ears of ago: and since that gum'
time she had lived a consisten christian
life. She was educated at Eminence
College, near Louisville, Ky , and
graduated June 4th, IsS4, with the
honors of her elites, as valedictorian,-
subject-"It is Finished."
She was married to W. Walton Gar-
rott Oet. 22, I see, with whom she lived
a bright and happy life, till the day of
1:er death, dying in sweet hope of
ii - .ven, on Feb. 16th, 1898.
See left, in orphaned bereavement,
her own mother did), four little girls,
tee oldest one only six years of age They
will deeply feel the loss of a mother's
kindly ministries, and ter devoted ha -
betel and thrs 0 older sisters c in but :et
fall their unavailing tears at her greys.,
while they hopefally look up for a hap-
py reunion ."In the Sweet Bye and
Lye."
She had often said that she was not
a ra d to die, tnt she wanted to live for
the sake of her husband and children,
for life was sweet to her, and her love
for, and her trust in her Savior was
beautiful.
Sic was the youngest daughter of
Maj. Levi Darnall who wit born in Bal-
timore Sept. 20rh, 1795. He was a sol-
dier in the war of 1812, and was ,! •
 srmot NW IN h. 10•41 ha- r • Kit w.
acendant of Sir Henry Darnall, who
Carrie over from Eitglaiet arid was quite
prominent in establishing the Colonies,
in the time of Lord Baltimore. The
feuely trace their lineage beck to dis-
tinguished ancestry, of great wealth
and position, with the honorable char-
acteristics that of right belong to that
noble name.
Her life was a social and moral bene-
diction to all with whom she mingled,
refined in mete and pure in thought
and word.
The impress of her character and the
moral benefits growing out those charm-
ing tutu:names have shaped, in a large
measure, the tone of culture and refine-
ment wherever she moved.
Her passing away leaves a void in
the ranks of her many eherishod friend-
ships. It was tearfully sad for her to
say farewell to her weeping little ones,
but to them she bequeathel a 1. gacy of
leo
tr-7,
1.4, 1 1 .r--. itii
d.--...k.).....:.....k - ...
Whether jolting, bemire:, bleeding, scaly,
crusted, pimply, or blotchy, whether simple,
scrof Mous. or be raditary, from infancy to age,
speedily cured by warm baths wit h 4'r*rier RA
Elf/AP, gentle anointings With et-TICI'RA (oint-
ment), the great skin cure, and railii doses
of Cr-myna linsot V FV:CT, greatest of blood
purifiers and I • c lies.
UtieliraI. eehl threlelveit the world. 1,.rtza D., ASS Cam.,
I • . hot-. rt.,. ..... ta
• .rw 1U.411.rmor." roc
- ,
FACE BUIAORS
wealth, inestimable, in the evidences of
her pure, Sweet claistian character, that
will tend to shape their destinies and
direct their youthful footsteps along
'Le's meandering highways. And when
they may sometimes visit her last, long-
resting place, perhaps she, in spirit,
may meet them there and speak to their
hearts in the soft and silent whispers of
memory-love that "It is Better Further
On."
Only plilisant ri.collections utin we cheri-
of thee now,
Though beneath this weight of sorrow We,
Iii Darful sadness. bow;
Yet. beyond the gloomy valley thou art safe
With thy dear, departed. love'd ones wto
have long gone on before.
W.- would try to be submissive, while may
fall le-reavement-tears.
Yet, there is a hope consoling that our
tremliling spirit cheers;
For thy Joys are now eternal, far beyond the
reiteli of grief,
Which In sorrow brings a comfort, and to
Wading hearts relief.
When on wing of angel soaring, you perhap
may fly this way.
Whisper to us a, kill i• sweet message from your
townie of nighties,. day ;
Trill some melody Immortal, for our BMX.
IOUS, liSlenllig eara,
Then, instead of grief despondent, less will
La' our flow t. f tears.
Look Tor us, for ate ere coining, you ma, not
have long to wait.
When we hope t greet you happy, as we
pass the ••Pearly-Oate
Wnere no sorrow ever enters, but enduring
Joys abide,
And our barks nre safely anchored on a
calm and storm less (id..
Faith dispels the misty shalowa and hope
W{1 h brighter ray.
And e gaze along the skyway, w hither you
have flow n missy;
TIII the way seems more inviting. es
r,well-hon r draws n1.411.
Then we'll have escorting angels too, es we
shall homeward fly.
-VERA.
liopkinsville, Ky., Feb. 24, its0s,







Mr. Jess. Kistler!. was thrown from
his horse Saturday and has his arm in a else--
sling from the effect. %Dv-
Mr. J. W. Cannon, of your city, was ep• ar
at Kelly Sunday. John comes often. 1'
know he does not come to see the town
dliftee
Mr. Tom Yancy will work for Mr. J. ogee,
C. Davis this year. We are glad to have
him with ne for another year.
V‘ e are glad to see Miss Bessie Ander-
son up again after being sick for a few
days.
Mr. Geo. Davis is happy, for it was a
boy.
There will be a reed opened between
Mr. E. T. Walker's farm and Mr. Joe
C. Davis' in the mar future Mr. S. N3:
Cavanah will be the first boss.
I die-
Farmers are about done seeing plant doe-.
beds and sowing mite. 
The singing at Mr. W. E. Thyd's
Ifsto•--
Saturday night, given in honor of Miss I
E
Ivy Kistner and Miss Florence Buchanan
was well attended and Mime Ivy's u,usie
was enjoyed by all present. 
;
Mr. I. N. Billbrough and family of
Earlingtion, are visiting his wife's
father who is very silk.
Muter Dave Craigg is very si •k with 120■•••
la grippe. floss-
I will write again if this does tint fltitl t1Dn'•-••
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MILITARY STRENGTH.
[EPEC1•L TO NEW ERA j
Washington, March 1.-The
States has a regular army force of 27
528and a State of militia of 114,e•
but this is far from the available body
liable for military duty that can be or-
ganized and pnt in the field on very
short notice. The War Department es-
timates, based upon population, that
there are no less than 10,301,339 men of
military age-that is, between eighteen
forty-five-in the United States. In the
civil war the largest number employed
at any time on the Union side was 1,-
100,000. An army almost ten times as
large could be raised in the United
States to-day.
We are glad to be able to offer to our customers
this season a strictly high grade, up-to-date, strong,
durable and beautiful BICYCLE of the CELE-




Here are both quality and price to suit the most
fastidious and also people of small means. THIS
PRICE on f HIS WHEEL ought to paint Hopkins-
ville a beautiful orange color in a few weeks. For
you know the
Stearns Has Won Every
Race Ever Ridden In Hop!linsviile.
We have bought fifty of this one make in order
to make this price on them. They are enameled
either orange or black with orange rims. We have
the old reliable Victor, The Sterling, "built like a
watch; The Progress, a high grade wheel at a mod-
erate price; the Ilonarch, which represents a line of
from $35.00 to $75.00 each, We have some wheels
cheaper still. This is the great year for bicycles.
Many manufacturers express their belief that prices
have reached bottom and that the season of 1898
will demonstrate that many wheels are selling right
to-day at less than cost; that another year will wit-
ness an advrnce in wheels. A business man would
of course invest in a wheel as a matter of business
combined with pleasure. A Stearns Bicycle would
see him through on both counts. A man will never
die as long as he rides a bicycle.
Think of an Elixir of Life for $50.
A merchant came into our store yesterday and
said he wanted a wheel to sell and that he had found
out we had the agency for Stearns for seven coun-
ties, including his county. lie said he wanted the
Stearns, thongh, for he rode one all last year and it
cost him only 25 cents for repairs. So he took the
Stearns agency under us for his county.
We Have dr:Len at Great Pains
to select a choice stock of Bicycle Sundries; Bells,
Sweaters, Stockings, Wrenches, Saddles, -Handle-
bars, Riders' Supports, Oil, Chain Lubricant, Grips,
Tires, Rims, etc., etc. Our repair department has a
skilled man in charge and our prices for such work
as repairing punctures, spokes, etc., are reasonable
and our work satisfactory.
We call attention in this connection to our stock
of fine Jointed Fishing Rods, Medley Reels, Noxall
Silk Lines, Kentucky Bass Hooks, Floats and Sink-







The people of KeLtucky wl,ll havr to
make the cheaper school book question
the leading issue in the next legislative
campaign, and if they do not elect kiwi'
pledged to give them school book is at
greatly reduced prices, then they' de-
serve to be robbed.
•
When the Goebel Election Bill be-
comes a law the people of Chri tau;*
county will then find out how man Re-
publican voters there really are in thej
county. Of late years the R. puL teat)
vote here has been increasing out all
proportion to the increase in the poi:aria-
tion. ,
If the name of every person now
fraudulently drawing a pension should
be taken off the pension roll, the seviug
to the Government in eighteen menthe
or two years would be sufficient to build
us a navy far greater and more pewer-
tut than that of Great Britain. Elough
money is each and every year paid to
fraudulent pensioners to build a hetter
navy than we now have.
If Secretary Sherman by reassin of
age and the feilnre of his mental facul-
ties is unable to attend to the duties of
the office of Secretary of State therPree-
ident owes it to the country to rdmove
him and appoint someone who is ; able,
instead of allowing the foreign affairs of
the nation to be looked after by a; sub-
ordinate. Cabinet officers should at
least be competent to discharge the du-
ties of their office whether they des so or
not. Secretary Sherman is in utter ig-
norance as to what is going on itt the
State Department from day to day!.
Official Order to the Latham
Light C
WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
-Drill ̀ Our Men Stverely and Subject Them
To the Strictest Discipline
INTERESTING NOTES ABOUT SOLIIER3.




members of the ,
Latham Light
Guards. i
Many of the boys
would not be sur-
prised to get a hur-
ry order at any minute to start off some'
where to tight the Spaniards.
An Unusual Order.
Tuesday the soldiers assembled at
their armory to drill for the medal.
They were not prepared for the an-
ncuncement made to them by Capt.
Feland that a regular drill would be
held every night until further orders.
This notice of the Commander was in
accord with an official communication
which he received Tuesday from
Frankfort. It reads:
"The Governor directs me to require
you to drill your men severely and sub-
ject them to the strictest discipline.
• In view of the present conditions the
uttermost diligence is required.
"D. R. COLLIER,
"Adj't Gen'l Ky.
"To Capt. John Ireland, Jr., Com-
manding 'D' Co., 3rd Reg., K. S. G."
The mere fact that the school l book 
Just whet is at the bottom of this or-
trust has had from forty-five 4 fifty ; der is at present a
 matter of conjecture.
lobbyists at work at Frankfort ever
since the present session of the 'Legis-
lature began ought to be sufficidut to
convince the legislators of the facie that
the people of Kentucky are being robbed
on a colossal scale by the infamous 
Concord Cullings.
trust. Yet, knowing that, theta are
men in the Legislature who ppose
d Farmers are busy plowing, preparing
for their crops.
every measure proposed for the irescue
of the people. Those men shohld be
defeated if they ever dare to again run 
Mrs. Annie Courtney gave a musical
for ny office, and so should the men
Friday evening in honor of her daugh•
a' t
who hired themselves to the boar con- 
er. Miss Emma Courtney, who is teach-
tern as lobbyists, for they are enemies
of the people or else they would not
have done what they could to prevent
them from being taken out of the! power
of the trust.
There are many persons who believe it
means that the Latham Light Guards
will soon be ordered into actual service
in defense of the nation's honor.
If the silver people are to capdare the
next House-which is to be elected next
november-they should begin riplia now
to unite their forces all over the cbuntry.
An aggressive fight must be macip from
start to finish. The trusts and large
corporations and gold-bug capitelists of
every sort will be made to put up money
for the Republican candidates or Con-
gress just as as they had to pnd up for
McKinley's in 1896, but if all silt er men
will unite they can a majority 
 
!of the
House of Representatives, becahse the
two or more men out of work pant be
fooled with empty promises and: bought
like they were in 1896, for tney have
found out that Republican promises
mean absolutely -nothing, 04 , , - r.
single promise made about prosper re, .
plenty of work and high wagesg reiring
the last campaign has been ralfilled
since McKinleys election. The people
can't be fooled all the time. tile great
masses are for free silver and tiey 's-ill
so express themselves at the 4011. this
year and in 1900.  1_
i
The two most critical times id a WO.
man's life are the times which Make the
girl a woman and the woman a; mother.
At these times Dr. Pierce's 'Favorite
Prescription is of incalculable vhlue. It
strengthens and invigoretes the organs
distinctly feminine, promotes regularity
of the functions, allays irritafton and
inflamation, checks unnatural, iexhanat-
ing drains, and puts the whole delicate
organism into perfect conditiho. Al-
most all the ills of womanliind are
traceable to some form of •' com-
plaint." There are not three ceses in a
hundred of woman's peculiar'', diseases
that Dr. Pierce'a Favorite Prescription
will not cure.
Assistant Secretary Day seems to be
the grand diactiontus in the Spanish
business, Poor old John Sheritian
in it at all.
LiliRtPPE I
Mistaken For conseniition -
Given Ip to Die.
To some people the mendion of la
grippe cells forth a smile. They are
the people who have never WO it. Any
one who has ever had even the slightest
touch of la grippe knows wellithe com-
plete misery it brings. And not only
misery for the time being, to(it unless
properly treated its Requisite: follow it
month after month until th0 pattent









disease c o en •
mealy known
as la grippe ; tne
doctors said I had consumption. I had
a dreadful cough and could 1not sleep
at night. I was advised by friend to
try Pe-ru-na. It got one bott e, and the
second night my cough stoppld. I took
ten bottles, and I es ill say that I be-




On account of bad health of ir. Henry C. Richards, 
of the firm of Richards & Co., of Pembro
ke, Ky., they decided to close their store in Pembroke, a
nd have sold the entire
stock of fixtures to THE RACKET, The Dig Store, of 
Hopkinsville, Ky. This stock, amounting to nearly Ten T
housand Dollars, is now being invoiced and will be 
on sale in a few
- days in Hopkinsville, Ky, Watch for further 
particulars. Store fixtures for sale, S
afe, Show Cases, Chairs, etc. The entire stock will be moved 
to Hopkinsville as soon as poSsi-
ar ble. 1 he stock consists in part of:
1800 PAIRS SHOES, (new goods), bought last few 
months.
▪ $2,000.00 worth of New Spring CalicOs, Domestics, Etc
.
$800.00 worth of Hats, (new goods, last few we
eks.)
k $2,000.00 worth of New and Seasonable Men's and Boys' _Clothing. 
1
We expect in our Spring Goods from New York in to 
days and we expect to sell all the above out before new go
ods arrive. The Richards stock is nearly all new
 Spring goods




$1,000.00 worth of lien's Furnishings, Trunks, Rubber Coats, 
Etc.
Worlds of New Percales, Ducks, Dress Linings, Bleached Dom
estics, Sheetings,
White Goods, Etc., Etc.
THE RACKET The Big Store.,
•(.7.10!,- ":‘
ft
7.3 2 b+ef. t00040,0041000000,
,
c,...„,
make clothes snowy white by re-
movi the dirt in a natural and
healt ul way. A pure soap-good for
; clothe and good for general cleaning.
f; Sold everywhere. Made only by










I• • n14):Liot 11:11 II!
Slme of the Dry Goods Houses in
ty Hopikinsville are selling at first cost,
04 
selling at 1-4 off.
some are selling at 1-3 off, some are 4-
Am Still in the Ring
%
efri, w
it a large and well assorted stock,
an you will be amply repaid if you N
'#
rs.0 
pri before buying.f 
wil visit my store and get my low
re4 
Respectfully,
• T. Ma Julius. 7,• 4•re.--z-z•.• •sz-4 4.(- wzezz
;11' ▪ We Are Sure Winners in
kr




in your money early. Our stock will
ken up at the finish.
Fair Goods and Fair PriCes
Never Lose a Race.











ask you to tae advantage of a great op-
ity to buy your goods during our 30 days
ice sale at prices never cheaper than ever
. Competition can't touch us.
will mmmence with bargains.
Will continue with bargains.
will end with bargains.
k is looking for yon in the shape'of bar-







Create good, rich, healthy blooa. Don't make the
tnistake of buying poor, adultered Wilaes and Whis-
kies because they are cheap. They are not. They
have a nasty, disagreeable effect upon the system.







od and pure and are not expensive, and give
t pulled-together, self-satisfied feeling.
yal Liquor Company, is flits only excliiiee
V Store Christian county. 203 S. Main
Next door to E. Frankel's. Nothing sold by
Jugs Free.
tj, Telephone l03-il Ring*.
• Samucl - Propr•
Easter Sunday Has Become
BV Universal Custom
the day upon which of -men
fashion mark the advent of
Spring by donning their new
Spring clothing. We are the
adinowledged leaders in the
furnishing of men's apparel.
Order your suit in time. We






st Offer Ever Made by a Newspaper
341% $1.45C)
The Sen$i.Weekly Republic, the best general newspaper printed in the 
world,
j containg all ithe news in eight pages twice a wee
k, and The Republic Model Man-
same, one y ar for $i.ee. , ,
The Re ublic Sundby Magazine was the newspaper nerves of
 leRl. A horns
journal of tile best class. ie lame pag
es every week, 4 pieties of fun, 14 pages of the
i
brightest anti beat readengeribted. It contains more 
high-class pictures and car-
toOns than itere ever attempted in any other putlication 
More noted writers and
authors contribute to The Republic Magazine than to any
 other Western publi-
cation. Thtl Magt,rine will be sold only in connection
 with the semi-weekly Res
1 uhlto, but 4 mailed separately on Friday of each week.
• 
Addressiall orders to









PIECES FOR PLANTERS, FORCED TO THE WALL. QUIET ON THE BREAKS. SPAIN TALKS SOME.
iS01.1111ell ReportofTobacco
Sales and Receipts.
Anderson & Miller Made an Little Activity During Past Expocts Vindiumion From
Assignment To-Day. Few Weeks, the Naval COW tt
MOODY'S BIG MEETIO
Will Oortainly Be Hein Hero
Next Month.
FARM NEWSANDNOTES LIABILITIES ARE SMALL LOCAL MARKET NEWS. IT W
AS AN ACCIDENT, UAT1S ARE APRIL 3-1 1
etelpils Great Interest te el TIlisri if its In, liartka Steward,
 an Estimable Lady, Thrse-Fourths of the Crop is
Seel. Died Last Night of Pneumes
ia. Hands.
CONDITIONS OF THE LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Louisville. March 2 -Offerings were
large enough to pack the market to day,
bat they met with inch a good all-
around demand that much more could
have been disposed of. Without excep-
tion buyers and ware honeemen reported
the selling as about the beet of the year
so far as new tobacco was concerned.
There was competition on everything,
and while bright!, seemed to show most
strength there was also strong indent:1g
for the red grades. Even good to flue
leaf was in better request. Same choice
specimens were put up and excellent
prices were realised, the highest price
being $21.50.
Only 23 hogsheads of dirk were of-
fered. Prices were fair.
As has heretofore been the case, there
was a large proportion of reviews, near-
ly one-third. These sales have teen a
feature for the past two weeks, and gen-
erally pay handsome profits. Advances
of $2 and $3 a hundred were cotutuon.
R-jeetions were light.
The monthly stook report shows a de-
crease of 2024, hogsheads during Febru-
ary, there being a large increase in de-
liveries and a falling off in receipts. Un-
sold Burley stocks amount to 9,174 hogs-
heads, and unsold dark to 6,086.
Total gale. 935 hogsheads, classified as
follows: Burley 912. dark 23; original
inspections 637; reviews 266. Rejec-
tions yesterday 143.
Lira STOCK X t MUTT.
Reported by the Louisville Live httook
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards:
Louisville, Ky., March 2.-Cattle.-
The receipts of cattle to day were featly
liberal, being 2:.7 head on sale; quality
fair. The market rued slow and dull
at Monday's aecline, and in many in-
stances s t ,ff sod a shad, lower than
quotations. Pena fairly wail cleared at
the close,
Calves-Receipts light, being 49 head
on tale. Market eteady with best veala
selling at $5 51.415 73. Common stuff
dulL
Extra shipping ........... $4 504 4 75
Light. shipping ..........  4 Nest 4 50
Best butchers  4 Mil 4 Su
Fair 0. good butchers  3 Miset 4 itS
COLUM011 to medium butche-t  5us 575
Thin, rough steers, poor antra
and scalawags . ..... 1 Zell 25
Good to extra oxen es:sin 4 I.
Common to mediums:skink ... 3504 4 60
Feeders   2 500 4 to





Choice lunch cows So Itte,45
Fair to good nilleh cows C.4.4.2600
Hogs.-Receipts fairly liberal, being
2,991 head on sale; quality very good.
The market ruled steady and unchang-
ed at yesterday's prices, tops selling at
$4 00. Pens well cleared at the close.
Choice packing and butchers,
kn a.1 401)
Fair to good packing, IMO to Me lb 4 none
(ibex! to extra light, tint to Oka . X Inset (NO
Pat shoats, 15) to Oki . 3 7651 sin
Pal shoats. IOC to IS) a   . 404101 410
Pigs. 10 tone lb*
Roughs. ITIO to 400 lb 7 5043 30
Sheep and Lambs--Rceipts light, be-
ing 74 head on sale; quality wily fair.
The market ruled steady and unchang-
ed. Pens fairly well cleared.
Extra spring lamb.
tisxxi to extra snipping nbeinl S3 5043 75
Fair to good  3 0003 25
Common to medium  ist•X CI
Duces*. . • •-• •• . 2 7548 rsi
and scalawags per
alert spring lambs
  5(601 00
Pair to good ...
Beat butcher lambs 4 Milt 75
Fair to good butcher Iambi .... 3e44 25
Tail lAndo ......
WHEAT CEOP OF FKAIICE.:
The •tdreineut of the wheat
crop of France for the year. as made up
from the reports to the French govern-
ment by the prefects of the several de-
partments, has been tarnished the Stat-
DepasIment of the United States by our
Consul Bruyot at St Etienne. The pro
duct was 88•556,b90 heetolitresia hec-
tolitre being 2 bushels and 3 35 pecks),
against 119,742,412 in 1896. A leading
flour journal estimates the returns for
1897 to be 8b,120,e40 hectolitres, against
125,040,430 for 1696, a decrease of 36,-
918,580 hectolitres.
EFFECT OF RAIN ON MUILDING
Builders say that the while built dur-
ing a ra:ny season are the strongest and
that, when mortar :ririee quickly, it be-
comes crumby and possesses little bind-
ing power.
FOLKS AND THINGS.
Remoras -Capt. Henry Bryant re-
moved from Gracey this week and has
taken up residence in Clarksville, where
he has a position as tobacco inspector.
He and his family are ciocupying the
Seat piece, corner Malt and Third
streets.
t + +
CouNcii, -The City Council will meet
in regular session Friday night. Au it-,
Seresting meeting is xpected.
+ + +
Vonr.vvice.al --The military com-
panies all over the State are volunteer.
tug for war.
+ 1 1
VACCINATING -Score, of Hopkinsville
people have been vaccinated during the
last few days.
+ + +
Moituosts-It is said tbat the Mor-
mons who have been working in Chris-
tian county several weeks are not meet-
ing with much encouragement. Con-
vets have been very few
+ + s•
Cetasoa-Mrs. Mary El Rodgers has
engaged room and board with Mrs
Frank Rogers, on Fourteenth street.
+ t +
HEALTH-Mr. J. Dudley Ware has
gone to Hot Springs in quest of health.
He has not been well for mane time.
Will Walt Dee Nov Week.
I will not advertise for two until
Monday, March 7th. Como in until then
without cost. 11(•J. DAVIS, Sheriff,




John Dsmm, of West Kentucky, was
married at a distance from home 'several
days ago and received this telegram
from the old folks; "Accept congratu-
lations from the whole Pam= family."
Ems loyal la tine balkiest wade boluses vows«
Wows. ACLeei timta thew it •••• sees
gird larder Mao nay ether beefed. /
Absotutely Pure
- %P.M Shwa* CO., IMP 'OWL
Sps..•••••=mms,
A NEW NORSE IN CONGRESSIONAL RACE.
Messrs. Anderson & Miller, Main
street conf3ctiouers,made an assignment
Wednesday for the oenefit ! of their
creditors. John L. Griffith is liamed 11.11
assignee, and has accelted thearuet.
The value of the stock is abotit equa
to the liabilities which are estihiated a
$375. The principal creditors are On
Jamison & Co, Passaloqua lilsmit Co.
J. D. Stiltz Preserving Co., W. S. El
gin, Higgins & On, C. D. Seward Can
dy ()o., E. W. Henderson & Soil, and J
O. Newman & Co.
The members of the firm are popular
and worthy young men It in }loped by
all who know them that they can speed
ily arrange matters to embed in suc-
cessful business.
The establishment will be klept open
for the present by assigneetOriftith,
with Mr. Audetiou iu charge.
PNEUMONIA CAUSES DEATH'
Mrs. Martha Stewart Passed Aw•ylissar
Cerulean Last Night.
Mrs. Martha Stewart, the estimable
wife of Mr. Jefferson Stewart, a well-
known farmer, died Tuesday at her
home in the Cerulean neighbothood of
neumonia.
She w aa fifty•twn years old, and a
life- long, conscientious church ;member,
and an excellent woman in every way.
Funeral services were held at three
o'clock this afternoon. The body was
laid to rest in the family : burying
grounds.
NEW HORSE BEING GROOMED.
Hickman Urged to Be a Candidate for
Dr. Clardy's Shoes..
The friends of Representative G. W.
Hickman, of hiclatun county, :are urg-
ing him to become a candidate( for the
Democratic nomination for Cotagress in
in the Second Congressional district to
succeed the Hon. John D. Clarciy.
Mr. Hickman came to the House a
new member and fast took a pbsition as
one of the Democratic leaders on the
floor. He is an orator after the old
school with much ability and rsee. His
principle speeches have been itr favoring
the anti-book trust bill, of whifh he is
the author, and other measures. He is
an ardent silver Democrat, a lawyer of
much force, and if he enters will make
a strong factor in the race. Hon. Hen-




There are eight prisoners ntined in
the Christian county jail, seven of
whom are awaiting trial at the term of
Circuit Court which convened Monday.
t + +
The meeting which hat been in pro-
gress in Wtiliamstown, congucted by
Rev. J. C. Bow, of Pembroke, has class
There were thirty addititms to the
church. The church has no pastor.
+ + +
W. R. Alligree, of Fdirview, and
John B. Martin, Jr., of Crofton, have
been appointed deputy county clerks of
Christian county.
+ + +
Mr. J. B. Mobley, of Elkton, and Miss
Meck D. Hester, of Lafayette, were mar-
ried Monday at the home ()t ithe bride.
The groom is a progreseive business man,
and the bride is a charmiog young
woman
+ +
Mr La ien W. Means was tried in
the City Court Tuesday for leaving
his horse unhitched on the street. He
was fined $5 and trimmings.
+ + +
Born, Tuesday, Dr. and Mrs. F.
Manning Brown, a son.
t + t
This weekp. F. Rogers & do. will be-
gin publishing a weekly newspaper.
which will be called the "H+pkinsville
essen g er. •' Mr. Rogers wail formerly
editor of the defunct 'Bennet." Friday
will be the Messenger's publiaation day
5 + +
Upon statement of W. R. Howell,
Emi., the Commonwealth's Attorney,
that he was one of the witnesees for the
defendant in case of the Common-
wealth vs. T. W. Wooten, end did not
think it proper for him to act as Com-
monwealth's Attorney in the case, the
Court appointed James B. Afiensworth,
Keg.. to act as Commonwealth's Attor-
ney, pro tern, in that MN.
Mr. Joe Miller is the proud, father of
a pretty girl baby. The littlh one ar-
rived Monday night. •,
The Petit itiries.1
!
The petit jury panel was not complet-
ed until Tuesday. Tie following
men compose the juries: ;
0. F. Lacy, Miltoq Glee,
J. M. Foster, Murdock McIntosh,
Palmer Graves, Tom Qui.",
S. H. Hadden, Davis VAlkins,
George Boales, P. T. Pennington,
William Gish, R. H. $$Oowu,
J. R. Dickerson, T. H. IISKee,
R E. Bagwell, G. R. Pierce,
Chas. W. Lacy, W. R. *est,
I. N. Laing,Al. Elgin,
Jas. T. Drake, Wm. Turner, ool ,
robe Morris, Julien Solgthern, rob
In the case of the Commonwealth
against E 'ward Horned, cirarged with
malicious shooting, the felbny charge
was waived The defenditit pleaded
guilty to shooting in @udder/ heat and
passion. A verdict of guilt was return•
ed. making the penalty the tayment of
a flue of $50.
We live in a country ofi which the
principal 'courage is stomach) trouble.
It is more wide-epread thin any other
disease, and, very nearly, More danger
on..
One thing that makee it so dangerous
is that ills so little understood.
If it were better understood, it would
be more feared, more eaeilr cured, leas
universal than It in now.
So, those who wish to be cured take,
Shaker Digtative Cordial, becagse it
goes to the root of the trouble as nej oth-
er medicine does. The puts, harmless,
curative herb. and plants, of which it
Is composed, are what rendic it so cer-
tain and, at the same tinse,), so gentle a
Ohre.
It helps and strengthens the stomach,
purifies and tones op the system.
Sold by druggists, price if) oats to $1
per bottle.
Now in Dealers So the Dons Asssrt the United Stales
SOME WHOLESOME ADVICE FOR FARMERS.
The past few weeks have been quit'
on the breaks. Offerings were ugh
and sales f r the month were 233 hog.,
heads.
The foreign buyers are elms' to take
hold with the high prices prevniliegl
and in anticipation of a large crop b.
lug planted they conclude prices will be
lower as the satron advances. Hence
they are slow to come on the marki.
with mile. From the best informa
lion obtaMable the planters propose to
kill the goose that lays the golden egg
by planting a large crop, not profiting
by the severe lessons of worms, drough
and frost, which was the meal s and
cause wholly of prevailing prices for
good tobaccos for the pant two years.
"If planters mill give the matter
proper thought they are now in a 1.051'
lion to secure good rentunerateve prices
for all the good tobacoo they can grow
by proper cultivation. Plant tao to
three acres to the hand and make good
and fine tobaccoes and their wives and
daughters can wear diamonds," says
Broker lioales. "So long as they per-
sist in planting double and liable the
quantity they can care for properly,
thersby stocking the worla'a markets
with common trash and nondescipt
stuff (called Wham», just so long they
do themselves and posterity a great
wrong. Beside the double amount of
labor and expense required to handle
such crops and then have to beg some.
body to buy It even at $1.00 per hun•
tired for sheep wash."
Fully three-fourths of the crop hen
passed into deal( rd hands at price. very
sitisfactury to planters. The break
market rules quiet at seeming y high
prices as compared to primes of old to-
bacco.
Receipt. for month ...... 795
Sales for month.  253
Shipments for month 
Receipts for year  1,395
Sales for year   595
Shimpments for year .... .  758
Stock on sale  (new 438)  2,902
Stock Sold 2.114
Stuck on hand   5,060
OLD LUGS.
Common   2 95013 50
Moot=    3 50(a4 T,0
Good  6 00o6(0
OLD LEAF.
Common  5 00(47 50
Medium  8 00ot 1000
Good   10 00et 12 00
NEW LUOS.
00113111011  250@ 350
Medium 3 504 boo
Good 600e(t. 600
NEW LEAF.
Common  6 000 900
Medium 9 00(a 12 54i






Judge. Jae. B. Garnett, of Cadiz, is
in the city.
Mr. J. F. Garnett, of The Square, was
in town Taesdry.
'Squire T. M. Barker, of Kennedy,
was in town Monday.
'Squire Geo Myers, of North Chris-
tian, was in town Moinlay.
Mr F. 0. Clardy, of Newstead. was
in the city Saturday morning.
Miss Mary Withers left yesterday for
her home in Reedsville, N. C.
Mr. H. J. Leneave, of Cerulean
Springs, waa, in town Saturday.
Mr. D. H. Armstrong, of Cerulean,
was in town Monday morning.
Mr. Phil Roberts, a popular 3 oune
Lirac:e/ farmer, was in the city Tuesday
Mrs. W. M. Facina, Maie Fuqua &no
Mr. Luis Fuqua inlayed in the city
Saturday.
Mr. Max Myers has left for New York
City to visit relatives and will be gone
two weeks.
Min Frances Thompson, of Cadiz, is
a guest of the 51usees Flack, on South
Main street.
Dr. Robert McDaniel came over from
Nashville Saturday night to spend Sun-
day with his parents.
Mr. Will Graves and wife. of Fair-
view, are in the city visiting the family
of Mr. George Graves.
Mr. W. W. Alexander, of Cincinnati,
formerly L. & N. ticket agent here,
spent Sanday in the city.
Mr. Clifton Long, who is teaching
school in South Christian, spent Sun-
day in the city with his parents.
The Misses DawsiOn, and Messrs. Fent
Dawson and Albert Ledford, of Roaring
Springs, were in the city Saturday.
Miss E Ina Hopkins returned to her
home at Herndon, Monday, afser a
visit to Mina Marie Wood in Clarksville.
Mr. John D. Clardy, Jr. left T n'be-
rhy for 'I et n• to•eriri the bedside
oi e no is extremely
Mies Florence Steinhagen has gone to
Atlanta, Gs , to visit her inter. She
will be absent from the city eevera
weeks.
Mrs. Joseph McCarroll and children
have ret irued from Henderson where
they have been visiting Mrs Nanuie
Cromwell.
Miss Carrie Tolbet, of South Unlit],
Ky., who has been here on a visit to
Mee. F J Mitchell, returned home
Wed needay.
Minces Hes and Willie Stinnett, Josie
McCormick and Addah Shaw left Sun-
day for a few day'. visit to Hopkins'
ville -Elkton Progreso.
Misses Mary Gulley and Maggio Ann
White have returned home after a
pleasant visit to friends in Christian
county, Ky.-Clarksville Chronicle.
Mini Lettie Cheseney, who has been
visiting the family of Judge Polk Cann-
ier. on 14th street for several vtieeke, left
yesterday for her home in Frankfort,
Ky.
Awarded
Highest Honors -World's Fair.
Gold Medal, Midwinter Fair.
• D
Au•hotoies Ned H. port.
THE FRESH NEWS ABOUT THE SITUATION
[SPECIAL TO NEw ERA]
Washington, D. 0., March 2 --A
cablegram received from Spain this
morning states that the United States
authorities at Havana will ottleially re-
port ihat the Maine disaster avas due to
an accident.
This information, it is said, may be
relied on. It is generally believed here
that such a report will pr- cipitate mere-
ons trouble, unlees the nroof is thor-
oughly convitieing, for the American
People will not submit to any comprom-
ise with dishonor.
This cablegram further states that the
Naval Court will not only mummies
that the exploeion was the result of at
accident but a ill musk.' the public an-
nouncement that Spair should be hele
entirely, blameless of any fore-knowl-
edge of or connivance at the disaster.
& Garner's Willi Goose Lini-
ment cures rheurnatiam end neuralgia.
It Touches the Spot. At all druggists.
The Word Famous Eyang-list Wel Be Wel-
comed By all Citizens.
HE IS HOLDING A REVIVAL NOW AT TAMPA.
Rev. Dwight L. Moody, the most not-
ed eve' gelisc in the world, will conduct
protracted religious services in Hopkins. 
villabeginning the first week in mit
month.
Certainly Coming.
The xclusive announcement in Mon.
'ay afternoon's KENTUCKY NEW ERA
to the . ffect that a letter bud been re
.eived from the ereal preacher etatteg
rust Le would soon be eb:e to pay his
.ong roma...A visit tothis city was read
with pleasure by hundreds uf people,
W Id) Will be all the more delighteci when
they I. atm the data for his advent has
been it' ratiged and that he will poetive-
ty holo it !fleeting here.
At a consultation of the pastors of the
,everrl local churches it was decided to
write imniediately to Dr. Moody assur-
ng him that it is the gent rid wish of
.Jrs acl,..rs, church metnbets and citisene
Volt liii witulti Naafi lo
1 1114 Hi, 1.0/61.1 alio weltered II/ 11.1,
Nash
'life arstistilliii lie ills 111111111111110BSION
III Her. Ns4011 elided Ilia, Ills liven r
were litittl A pril It •tor I to Aptil I I. Th.,
time Pollroly olstisrmeiney, anti filo
qua lug will 1.44 114 1.1 at ltillou Taber.
that ill Hod.
Pon Points,
We are haviiig BOWS very pleaiant
.v..dther now.
---
Mr. W. P. Wcat„ of the Perry school-
louse neighborhood, was in our town
est week.
MIS% Rosa King is visiting L. B. King
and family.
Mr. J. P. Long is building a new res-
idence for Mr. C. W. West.
--
Miss Mettle Clark is very sick at this
writing.
Mr. and Mos. N. 0 King has been
visiting the Siekirg Fork neighborhood
for the past few days
Miss Lena Fester has been visiting





Thin afternoon at the bride's home in
Lafayette, Christian county, Mr. Blan-
ton Mobley, of this county, will wed
Miss Meek Hestia, Elder Mobley oft-
elating. Immediately after the ruarri-
age the groom will bring his brills to
this city where they will be entertained
at tee this event, g itt illP groom's fath•
er'e, Elder W. E Mobley**, and will
front there go to the groom's home near
Bell'n Chapel. Friemin throughout the
eemity join in extending good wishes -
Elkton Progress.
MAYOR OF MANUEL
Has Experienced Wonderful Cenz.lfit From
PAINE'S CELERY COMPOUND.
Mayor Miles B. Preston, has twee
gar tford's chief executive fer two years
AR a r, suit of his economic, wise ad
ministretnm, the mnnieipality has pros
p •red, and to-day stands high among
the leading cities of America.
Mayor Preston is the first chief magis-
trate cf Hartford toiler the consolidated
form of government, beginning a new
oer•od in the municipality hi:tory of
Con nectic n t' e capital.
We beg •n at the bottom round of
the laddet hoe than 25 year. ago, cumin'
to Hartfoed without a business a:qain
tauce or friend in the city. Are a man
of the people, but also a thoughtful eon-
eervative ofticiel. fully eonecione of the
r oponsibiiity of hie high position and
of his recommendations Mai or Preston's
statement of the decided benefit he has
derived from Paine's celery compound
must c trry more than ordinary weight
in every home, where there is need of
recuperation, and of a remedy that is
beyond any reasonable doubt reliable.
Thi4 is what Mayor Preston said:
Mayor's Office, Hartford, Conn.
The modern man of business., be he
ever so sturdy, finds often that the con-
inred pre, sure of affairs has canned the
nem, s to remonstrate and fall in tone.
at each a time Paine's celery compound
*comes of vela a Having experienced
ts ben, fit. I gladly commend it.
MILES B. PRESTON.
The if in and the eyes are two giod
themometers of health. If the skin has
a yello v appearance, and the eso s a
gla ed looks, v ith yellowish a bites, it is
high time 10 nrify the blood and regu-
late the liver arid kidneys. Paine's cel-
ry compound iii ices bright red blood
and relieves the liver and kidneys of the
'train that is brorg, t upon them when-
ever ifilf nee blood in constantly pouring
through their substance.
There is evety reason in the world
why Paine', celery compound should
build up sickly people, increase their ap-
petite and nourish every tissue in their
body.
As even children are aware, there is
blood all over the body. It is thin blood
which builds up the tissues that have
been worn ant. It carries all *he mate-
rials for restoring wasted and worn
part'. To the muscles it gives certain
particular materials for niakitig muscle;
-a the bones it gives up other mat rume
'or making bon.; its the brain and
emcee it leaves other materials again
'or makitie nerve-mal ter, and so on.
But it takes rich, pure, highly vital-
ized blood to do all this, and thim is the
powerful lever which Paint's cele ry
eompoand takes advantage of to make
the weak body strong, and to drive out
disease from the system.
Pa' TIP'S celery compound eimplirs just
tt.at needed, appropriate food that the
overworked nerves are often too feeble
to extract, unaided, from the mass of
food taken into the stomach. Paine's
ce!ery compound increases the appetite
and pots the digestive organs into shape
to pans the food over the blood in such
a perfectly prime red condition that the
chanae into nerve, brain and tissue sub-
stance is easily and fully brought about,
without waste of nervous energy or
stomach.
In this eeientifie, accurate fashion,
Paine's celery compound permanently
cures stomach troubles, disordered liver,
kidney dineane, indigestion and all un-
healthy conditions that grow out of over
worked, underfed nerves and organs.
Between Trieidail and his «ire's. dad
the Baron harden Iltrkary is Staid to
have had a pretty warm time of it. An
now that he's dead he's probably hav-
ing the same sort of a time.
It's a wonder that Mr. McKinley hes
not apologiz-d to Spain because the
American people have suspected that
she blew up the Maine. That would
only have been consintent with his
Spanish policy up to the present.
The suggestion of limenark that the
Arnericatoliminish•Cuban affair be rcr.
ferred to the Pope fer arbitration will
hardly moot with much fever In the
Illoted State*. I hoe ii$4.pls, of till. mu ii'
try prefer to settle their trouble., thetu•
pelves,.
Administrator's S&L.
An administrator of L. L. Bucecrot,
deceased, I will, on Siturday, Marcel
:2th, Pees, at livery stable of mem L L.
Buckner, in Hopkinsville, Ky , a ffer for
sale to the highest bidder all the per-
sonal property of said Bue.iner, consist-
ing of his entire livery outlt and farm -
lug Implements, end including six floe
brood sows and pies, 25 head of shoats
and 2 fine boars.
The livery outfit embraces:
2 elegaot closed heels and harness, 'J 
nice barouches awl harness, 5 good sin-
gle top buggies aitd harm BA, 1 new rub-
ber tire buggy and harneen, 1 first class
cart, 1 phaeton, 5 saddles and bridles, I
ball-bearing sulky, lap robes, I uagy
whips, etc.
2 fine saddle horses, 1 pair of entoehed
carriage horses', I pair of fine itt 1 01, 1
fast trotting mare, "Thelma," also he
beautiful 4-year-old stallion, 'I r. B."
also seven mares and horses not mi ii-
tioned above. At the same time and
place I will cell 2 stoves, marble top
wash stand, desk, wardrobe, table. to el-
stead,mattrenee, latnp,bowl a d pitcher,
plows, wheelhrarow, etc.
Terms-All sums $10 and tinier eneh.
• all over $10 on six months Um.. Not,-
IVY! IJI with approved 
security.
W P WINFREE,
A Pure Grape Lreaat at Tartar Powder. Adm, L. I.. Buckner, dee'd
4C //EARS STANDARD. ' Ketch ?, 
149.
B Cosridal N. Aermott G. Laeon CASTLEMAN
loyalinstwanceeBCo.
OF LIVERPOOL.
The Largest Fir., Insurance Company in the World.
Does the largest business in the State of Kentucky.
Does the largest business ill the Southern States.
BARBEE & CAST LEMAN,
MdflatitrA SoUlltcrn Department. licocral Offices, Louisville, Ky.
R LSI DENT AGENTS:









• • ' OsSerna liarraww, Spring- Tooth HAPPOWS,
A .'hiatable s=cg- too Harrows, Sulks Sp.-Mg-Tooth Harrows,
Columbia Fic....171.: Rcver:ii....10 riac Harrows, Rival Disc Harrows,
Columbia inclined Corn Harvester 14 Bind-sr, All Steel Tedders,
Oclem!..la Mower, (1 & 2-horse) illi-Steri Self Dump Rakes,
Coin:raga Crain Harvester and Binder. All-S:cel Hand Dump Rakes,
ColuitsbLaRerper, No. 8 Raaper, l•forsa Hoe Cultiva:ors, etc.
Vireo me ,. nrroviteftot .11 Owl.. .1.' 11..! Imo!,
20,4 t.iatrrtal.c011tpiTIT isuperior 1100 Iona 1. II warner.
I 
II.cut he ire shown Mahe our OSDORCTCOMBINArsoat NARROW.
•,1tIn . .411 ..t1.11.t It.. 't 1.4. t• t I..• ttd
I. Imo.. I 4sliosIsslili. ecesen•Terib t • I, ar tip the L:rouslil to an)
r...I 41. p: .4 So., r! tirri it n kr Is lest-1%01d smooth
F:,14 h t IA%
• t I *V. I Noir Don't Dug until yesa
cannot &AN have seen Our ,r,--
etachot:ter.s. tonal Agent -  _-esh,„•• in I. rile ill, - 
IC1'011114 •ffttol i••• regal ref y with - 
•
Ott Iasi reps (Si her.P•t` s,r tlie aisle
range cre cl 1!••
Hardy (look on f arm and Home Frees














































Medium size Puffs, made to fit the collar perfectly,
and the ni3w small shape Teck Scarfs are the latest.
The prettiest designs and colorings we have ever seen. 
TheRegularquality for 50 cents.
A few nov lties from the Manhattan Shirt Company
for early pring are fine imported Madras Cloths, in
neat plaid4 and stripes, to be worn with cuffs to match





.if and soft. The new shades are golden.
beach. We carry all sizes and dimen-
it young men, middle-aged and old men.
Stacy Adams new spring styles in Chocolate and,Tar,
in the ne full Dongola and coin toes.
Ladi ' new style t in and black lace and button
shoes.
Children's and Misses' new fancy Chocolate, in-
serted clotih tops in artistic designs, lace and button.
J. H. Anderson &Co.
Cor. Mainand Tenth Streets.
NAT c=4 zwit -25 "Sr cs c> ME Et
Inc OICA IA /Aram) ES t 4c, f
SASH, DOORS, BLINDS, MANTELS, FLOOR-
IN(;, GRATES, CEILINGS, LATHS,
PAINT, 011LS, ETC., ETC.
Eqinatiti's given on al). kinds of work.
Da g C Rich?,rds,
Contractor's and Builders.
44711..*4.0.,4 4•74.14•21:%•:,:W..4!:•...if.r.i. • o.t.V•.;!.,.!
r:::•(-zr.,•;. • - • rtvrrir.,.• •:-*/ rt trzi
g e . • as f../ • Ili,: • AI 1,..4ret• &•.11 itt•VII".• •••• •I1 01 .49 V, talf fp • 0;111 al:
•.• •
.• We Are • • •. . .
Keeping In Close
Touch With You
We realize the fact that people who buy goods at this particular
time expect to buy them at VERY LOW PRICES. Hence we readily
solve the PROBLE11 of how tO
Create Business During a Dull Period,
By making prices that CANNOT FAIL to meet the REQUIREMENT
of the most ECONOMICAL PURCHASER. We are offering special
inducements in
LADIES' CAPES and JACKETS,
MEN'S and BOYS LOTHING,
SHOES ahd GENT'S FURNISHINGS,
DRY GOODS and NOTIONS, HATS.
METZ,
.•,,,
Don't Forget the Place. Next to Hardwick's Drug Store
te-4.,'jr'';• • 1 • a•• la- , a
641. 6.  • oft 
• ... OP *4610 1115‘




THE GREAT EW YORK STORE,
With a $25,000 stock of stric ly new and up-to-date Dry Goods, Cloth-
Ing, Boots, Shoes and Oents, Furnishing Goods, will be open for bust-
ness MARCH 1st, in the Mason Block, one door North of Wallis'
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Everything new and first-class, Grand Opening Mar, h 1st. Beau-
tiful souvenirs to everyone.
‘% The New York Store,
F. Llt)MAN, Prop'r.
1
6 209 South Main Street. : .• : Opposite Kentuckian Office..











A SPRING PASTORAL FROM THE REV'
OR. TALMAGE.
P. rears That NW Flock May Lists. Is
the Piping ef this tiood Shepherd, Bid-
dies Them to R•nounee sin and Aeospt
Ufa Pardoa-A Refreshing sermons I
(copyright, late by American Prella A11110-
niatown. I .
Weeareerron, Feb. 27.-In this win- ,
try season Dr. Talmage refreabee us
with this glowing pastoral until we can
almost hear the bleating of the flocks in
green plenums. The text is Psalms
itsiii, 1, "The Lord is my shepherd." I
What with post and rail fences and
• pride in Southdown, Anatraktian and
I.' e wish varieties of sheep, therle is no
11141(1,120W of the old time shepherd. Such
a OAR had abundance' of opportunity of
becoming a poet, being out of doors 1$
' -en the day and enmities waking up
: . .1143 night on the hills. If the stars or
the torrents or the sun or the flowers
had anything to say, be was very apt to
hear it. The Ettrick Shepherd el Scot- ,
Lime who afterward took his teat in
• • rilliant circle of Wilson and Lock- ,
. n got his wonderful poetic ilespim• .
t. .1 in the ten years in which he was
watching the flocks of Mr. Laidlaw. I
There is often a sweet poetry in the ;
✓ - -zed prose of the Scotch shepherd.
• of these Scotch shepherds lost his
- son, and he knelt down in prayer
- - - overheard eto lay, "0 Lord, it
- ••tned good in thy providence to '
from me the staff of my right '
. I at the time when to us sand blind I
teals I seemed to be most in need of
it, and bow I than climb up the hill of
sorrow and maid age without it tbma I
mama ken, but I dinnal"
David. the shepherd boy, is watching
his father's sheep. They are pasturing
on the very hills where afterward a
Lamb was born of which you have heard
much, "the Lamb of God, which taketh
away the sin of the world." David, the
shepherd boy, was beautiful, brave,
musical and poetics I think he often
forgot the sheep in his reveries. There
in the solitude he struck the harp string
that is thrilling through all ages, David
tbe boy was gathering the material for
David the poet and David the man. Like
other boys, David was fond of using his
knife among the saplings, and he had
noticed the exuding of the juioe of the
tree, and when he became a man he
said, "The trees of the Lord are full of
sap." David the boy, like other boys,
had been fond of hunting the birds'
seas, and he had driven the old stork
oft the nest to find how many eggs were
soder her, and when he became a man
be said, "As for the stork, the tir trees
are her house." In boyhood he had
heard the terrific thunderstorm that
frightened the red deer into premature
sickness, and whsn he became a man be
said, "The voice , f the Lord niaketh
the hinds to calve." David the boy bad
lain upon his back ooking up at the
stars and examining the sky, and to his
boyish imagination the sky seemed like
• piece of divine embroidery, the divine
Angers woiking in the threads of light
and the beads of stars, and be became a
man and wrote, "When I consider thy
heavens, the work of thy fingers."
When he became an old man, thinking
of the goodness of God, he seemed to
bear the bleating of his father's sheep
scrota many years and to think of the
time when he tended them on the Beth-
leheru hills, and he cries out in the text,
"The Lord is my shepherd."
If God will help me, I will talk to
7 el of the shepherd's plaid, the shep-
berd's crook, the atiepherd's Ogs, the
shepherd's pasture grounds end the
shepherd's  flocks. 1,
The Shepherd's Plaid. '
And first the shepherd's plaid. It
would be preposterous for a man going
out to rough and bespoiling work to put
cm splendid apparel. The potter does
not work in velvet; the serving maid
does not put on satin while toiling at
her duties: the (shepherd does not wear
a splendid robe in which to go out
amid the storms and the rocks and the
nettles; be pots on the rough apparel
appropriate to his expelled work. The
[arc' our Shepherd, coming oat to hunt
the lost sheep, pats on no regal apparel.
but the plain garment of our humanity.
There was nothing pretentious about it.
I ...now the old painters represent a halo
ar and the babe Jesus, but I do not sup-
pore that there was any more halo about
. that child than about the bead of any
other babe that was born that Christ-
mas eve in Joshes. Becoming a man, he
wore a seamless garment. The scissors
and needle had done nothing to make it
graceful. I take it to have been a sack
with three boles in it-one for the neck
and two few the arms. Although the
gamblers quarreled over it that is no
evidence of it. value. I have seen two
ragpickers quarrel over the refuse of an
stab barreL No, in the wardrobe of beat-
en be left the sandals of light, the gir-
dles of beauty, the robes of power and
put on the besoiled and tattered raiment
of our humanity. Sometimes he did not
even wear the seamless robe. What is
that hitu4CPC. oboe:. tha waist of Christi
11'3 8 natige of authority: is It a royal
coat of arms? No, it is a towel. The
disciples' feet are filthy from the walk
on the long way and are not fit to be put
upon the sofas on which they are to re-
cline at the meal, and so Jesus washes
their feet and gathers them up in the
towel to dry them. The work cd saving
this world was rough work, rugged
work, hard work, and Jeans put on the
raiment, the plain raiment, of our flesh.
The storms were to beat him, the crowds
were to jostle him, the dust was to
sprinkle him, the mobs were to pursue
him. 0 Shepherd of Israel, leave at
Imps thy bright array' For thee, what
sePterns to ford, what nights all unshel-
tered. He puts upon him the plain rai-
niest of our humanity, wears our woes,
and while earth and heaven and hell
stand amazed at the abnegation wraps
around him the shepherd's plaid:
oakt mountains and the midnight me
Ritneseed the fervor of his prayer.
Nest I mention the shepherd's crook.
This was a rod with a curve at the end,
which, when a sheep was going astray,
was thrown over its neck, and in that
way it was pulled back. When the
sheep were not going astray, the shop-
herd would often use it as a sort of
crutch, leaning on it, but when the
sheep were out of the way the crook
was always busy pulling them back.
All we, like sheep, have gone astray,
and bad it not been for the Shepherd's
crook we would have fallen long ago
over the precieices.
Here is a man who is making too
much money. He is getting very vain.
He says: "After awhile I shall be in-
dependent of all the world. Oh, myi
soul, eat, drink and be merry!' Busi-
ness disaster comes to him. What is
God going to do with him? Illas God
any grudge against him? Oh, so. God
I. throwing over him the shepherd's
crook and pulling him back into better
pastures. Here is a man who has always
been welL He has never had my sym-
pathy for invalids. He calls them cough-
ing, wheming nuisances: After awhile
sickness comes to him. He doe* not un-
derstand what God is going to do with
him. He says, "Is the Lord angry with
me?" Oh, no. With the shepherd's
crook be has been pulled back Into bet-
ter pastures. Here is a happy housebold
circle. The parent does not realize the
truth that these children are only loaned
to him, and be forgets from what source
came his domestic bleweings. Sickneas
drops upon there children and desifi
swoops upon a little one. He
God angry with me?" No. His shep-
herd's crock pulls him back into better
pastures. I do not know whit would
nave become of us if it had not been for
be shepherd's crook. Oh, the mercies
of our troubles! You take up apples and
plums from under the shade of the trees,
and the very best fruits of Obrietian
character we find in the deep Slade of
trouble.
When I was on the warner coming
across the ocean, I got a cinder in my
eye, and several persons tried to get it
oat very gently, but it could not be tak-
en out in that way. I was told that the
engineer had a facility in such case& I
went to him. He rept eie late. snooty
Mind on- me, woe a knite aria wiappert
the lid of the eye around the knife. I
sepected to be hurt very much, but
without any pain and instantly he re-
moved tbe cinder. Gb, there come times
In our Christian life when our epiritnal
vision is being spoiled and all gentle
appliances fail. Then there conies seine
giant trouble and, black handed, lays
hold of WI and removes that which
would have ruined our vision forever. I
will gather all your joys together in one
regiment of ten companies, amid I will
pet them under Colonel Joy. Then I
.wEl gather all your sorrows toeether in
• ' e.,..t.-4i4111FliS.41 04'
e
11Zralita." neauelai won pastime
tiful with peace. Beautiful with antici-
pations. Or to return to the paetoral fig-
nereseeetellenerelebeerseee
1100DY VIRITile IIE CAN COME
• The Great E v (ma Oet Ready to Hold
are of tny text, conic out a the poor
pasturage e f this world into the rich Nee tine in Itopkintiville.
fortunes of the Good Shepherd.
The shepherd of old weed to play
beautiful music, I soinetittlee the
sheep would gatth. . mid tom ninl lis-
ten. Tinny me heat suly Shephe rd ends
to you with the very Ilint4iC 4f heaven,
bidding you to leave your sin and ac-
cept his pardon. Oh, that all this flock
would bear the piping of the Cloud :Shep-
herd
" MS LOVE THAT PIM:ES THE I
WORLD GO ROUND."
Some people think money is a greater
power than love. Oh ! What • mistake !
See how the great money kings arc con-
trolled by the little boy Cupid! See how
the great soldiers and men of power are
twisted around his little fingers!
A woman's most precious possession is
the capacity for awakening pure and noble
love. More potent than wit or intellect is
the womanly capacity for happy wifehood
and motherhood.
A woman who is weak or diseased in the
special organism of her sea is deprived of
the power and prestige which naturally be-
long to her. Such troubles are not • ne-
cessity. Perfect Iteclth and strength of the
feminine organism is insured by proper
care and the aids afforded by enlightened
medical science. Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre-
scription cures all weaknesses and diseases
of woman's special organism.
For nearly to years Dr. Pierce has bees
chief consulting physician to the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo,
N. Y. No other physician has had a more
extensive practice or greater success in the
treatment of women's diseases. No other
such perfect and scientific remedy for these
ailments has ever been devised. It has re-
stored health, strength and wotnanly power
to tens of thousands of women.
! Women who would understand their ownpowers anti possibilities should read Doctor
Pierce's thousand - page illustrated book,
" The People's Common Sense Medical
Adviser." It is the most interesting and
enlightening book of the kind ever pub-
lished. et. piper. bound copy will be sent
absolutely free to any one sending at one-
ant stature to pay the east ofmailing Only,
Address, World's Dispensary Medical As-
sociation. Buffalo. N. V. For a handsome
cloth-bound copy send ji stamps.
ALL. WOMEN
Should know that the
"Old a nue" Leaned),
Is ths best for Female Tr-roNes. Corn-wt.; till
trrcor d irt It's in i e,•inio , ir.ni its sioe,i,1 be
takea for Cants of Life aut.! ber.,re CLILEBirtk.
Plasters "Cid Tine ProsJks Lave stood the
'test for twenty years




OLD PASSAGE UNDER THE SEA.
[sPECIAL TO NEW ER.i..1
Havana, Feb. 28 -In connection with
the claim made by Cubans that there
are mine galleries tinder the harbor of
Havana, leading from ,nleterranean pas-
sages, and known to here existed for
years between Fort nabanas, Moro Cas-
tle and this port, the Spaniards explain
that for over a ceetury a subterranean
passage about two miles long and eight
feet at is named ma diameter, capable
ez -""ce to a column of troop',
leo ex the pavy yard to Cas-
tillo del Principe. But, the Spaniards
further assert, the tziPt, ̂,P of thie pas-
sage was not known to tle eresent au-
thorities, or to those who have been in
power for many years past. The en-
trance and exits, it is added, have been
clotted for years past by thick walls now
covered with debris and their eeact lo-
cation is said to be lost. At the same
time, it is semitted that reccrds regard-
ing this sal terranean passage can be
found in old documents contained in the-
archives of Havana. Finally, the Span-
iards insult that the passage does not go
under the harbor at any point.
Under the surface here there seems to
be a deep feeling of unrest. No one be-
lieves that autonomy is or can be any-
thing but a name, and there instill more
deep-rooted belief that the United States
will not suffer the present condition of
things to continue much longer.
Met KY HENDERSON MEN.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.]
Henderson, Ky., Feb. 213.-W. S.
Johnson, President of the Kentucky
Land and Live Stock Co , has received
a letter from Texas ending that gold
has been found in paying quantities on
the company's ranch which is in Bur
nett county. The stockholders in the
company who reside here are W S.
Johnson, John H. Barret, Adam Rankin,
G. Rankin, and P. J. Marne all of
whom are elated over the find. They
will take steps to immediately develcp
these lands.
Gen. Lee has the only offise within
the gift of the Prete lent that no Repub-
lican has tried to get. Danger and
work are two things that do not catch
the fancy of the average Republican.
Among a list of rewedies for various
ills that the flesh is heir to, an exchange
says, "for sour stomach, as much soda
as will lie on a nickel in a little water
twice a week." The great trouble about
trying that remedy will be the diliculty
in finding just how much soda will "lie
on a nickel in a little water twice a
week."
- - -
The knowledge that there are 10,000,-
000 nerve fibres in the human body is
enough to make a man nervous. It is a
pity the doctors counted them, for the
average man wouldn't have thought
that he had over 9,917,523 and that num-
ber wouldn't be sufficient to disturb
him in the least.
- - - -
A Good Small Farm for Sale.
We will sell on reasonable terms to
suit purchaser and at a very reasonable
prom, a farm belonging elm. Eliza .1.
Cattells (formerly Ile-ming) containing
156 acres, fairly well-improved, dwell-
ing house on it containing three rooms
andinteben and other out houses; lote
acres cleared and in cultivation and 56
acres well timbered. This land lies 10
mile* South of Hoploneville. Ky., one
mile from Howell, Ky., a railroad sta-
tion on the Clarksville and Princeton
division of the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad, in an excellent neighborhood
ashool house on edge of place and con-
venient to churches and mills. d&wtf
HUNTICK WOOD & SON,
July 16, 1897 Attorneys.
Morphine
OPIUM, CHUNIAL AND COCAINE HABITS
A radical, positive and permanent cure
guaranteed in 5 days. Absolutely harrnlas.
No "tapering off" process -- No substitus
boo method.'or partv lArro sAltorla,strietoot •"4,41(Idosce
• R. A. `41.4. M.D.,




mom metier ceidereernsreeanTenitt. Thee I
will ash which of these regiments s
gained for you the greater spiritual v -
tories. Certainly that under Cele 1
Breakbeart.
In the time of war, you may rena -
bee at the anal' and north the eel
tion was whether the black troops wo
fight but wben they were put into 4me
struggle on teeth sides they did heroic
ly. In the great day of eternity it will
be found that it was not the white re i-
ntent of joys that gained your great a
imoceeses, but the black troops of tr -
ble, Misfortune and disaster. Where
you have gained one spiritual success
from your prosperity you have gait
ten spiritual successes from your ads. r-
eity.
Divine Sympathy.
There is DO animal that struggles
more violently than a sheep when . eti
corner it and catch hold of it. Down in
the glen I see a group of men aroun a
lost sheep. A plowman conies al g
and seizes the sheep and tries to par fy
it, but it is more frightened than to. r.
A miller comes along, puts down is
grist and caresses the sheep, and it
seems as if it would die of fright. At er
awhile some one breaks through be
thicket- He Rays, "Let 1ale have 
he
poor thing." He comes up and lays is
arms around the sheep, and it is int ie-
diately quiet. Who is the last man t at
comes? It is the shepherd. Ali, ply
friends, be not afraid of the shepherlDin
crook. It is never used on you tat- in
mercy to pull you back. The hard, eld
iceberg of trouble will melt in the w m
gulf stream of divine sympathy.
There is one passage I think you nlis-
iinterpret, "The bruised reed he will pot
break:" Do you know that the 16 p-
herd in olden times , played upon ti -se
reeds? They 'were very easily braided,
but when they were bruised they were
never mended. The shepherd coule so
easily make another cue, be would spap
the old one and throw it away and .et
another. The Bible says it is no so
with our Shepherd. When the inusip is
gone out of a man's soul, God doesitot
snap him in twain and throw him tv ey.
He mends and restores. "The latleed
reed he will not break."
When in the o'erhazifas heavens of fate
The threatening clouds ut darknesa dwell.
Then let ea humbly watch and wait.
It shall be well, it shall be went
And when the storm has weed away
And sunshine smiles on food and fell
How invert to think, hew 'sweet to say.
It has been well, it has been well.
Next I speak of the shepherds' deem
They watch the straying sheep pad
drive them back again. Every shepherd
has his dog, from the nomad's of the
Bible times down to the Scotch beide-
man watching his flocks on the Grlitu-
plan hills. Our shepherd employs the
1criticisms and persecutions of the w rld
as his dogs. There are those, you ku w,
whose whole work it is to watch tb in-
consistencies of Christians and tarn at
them. If one of God's sheep gets &kitty,
the world howls. With more avidity
than a shepherd's dog ever caught a
stray sheep by the flanks or lugge it
by the ears worldlings seize the C ti-
tian astray. It ought to do us go to
know that we are thus watched. It
ought to put us on our guard. They
cannot bite us if we stay near the Sep-
herd. The sharp knife of worldln as-
sault will only trim the vines until tihey
produce better grapes. The mom eou
pound marjoram and rosemary the
sweeter they smelL* The more dugs lake
after you the quicker you will gel' to
the gate. i
You have notioed that different flecks
of sheep bave different marks upon teem
-sometimes a red mark, sometimes a
blue mark, sometimes a straight Mark
and sometimes a crooked mark. lfhe
Lord our Shepherd has a mark for his
((beep. It is a red mark, the mark off the
cross. "Blessed are they that are perse-
cuted for righteousness' sake, for theirs
is the kingdom of heaven."
Rich Pastures. i
Furthermore, consider the shephirds'
pasture grounds. The old ehpeherds used
to take the sheep upott the mounteina
in the summer and dwell in the va$eys
in the winter. The sheep being out of
doors perpetually, their wool was better
than if they had been kept in the hot
atmosphere of the sheep cot. Wells were
dug for the sheep and covered with I rge
stones in order that the but wee ' r
might not spoil the water. And ....a
the shepherd led his flock wherevit he
would. Nobody disputed his right. So
the Lord our Shepherd has a large es-
ti:me ground. He takes us in the sunimer
to the mountains and in the winter to
the valleys. Warm days of prosperity
come, and we stand on sun gilt &iterate
and on hills of trantifiguration, &lie we
are so high up we can catch a glimpse
of the pinnacles of the heavenly city.
Then cold wintry days of trouble otrne,
and we go down into the valley of Sick-
ness, want and beillivement, and we
may, "Is there any morrow like untie my
sorrow?" But, blessed be God, the
Lord's sheep can find pasture anywhere.
Between two rocks of trouble a tuft of
succulent promisees green pastures be-
side edit waters, long sweet grime be-
tween bitter graves. You have noticed
the structure of the sheep's mouti4 It
Is so sharp that it can take up • blade
of grass or clover top from the veryinar-
Fewest epee And so God's sheet' can
pick up comfort where others can gether
none. "The secret of the Lord is with
them that fear hem" Rich ',mime,
fountain fed pasture, for all the Bork of
the Good Shepherd.
The hill of Zion yields
A thousand sacred..w..ciscaesura we rf•LCII toe 130164(1111nswes
Or walk the golden streets.
Lastly, consider the shepherd's fold.
The time of sheep shearing was a .s.ery
glad time. The neighbors gathered to-
gether, and they poured wine and danc-
ed for joy. The sheep were put in a
place inclosed by a wall, where iewas
very easy to count them and 4liow
whether any of them bad been talc+ by
the jackals or doge. The inclosurent was
called the theeptold. Good Dews I have
to tell you, in that our Lord the elisep-
herd has a sheepfold, and those wile are
gathered in it shall never be struck by
the storm, shall never be touched bt the
jackals of temptation and trouble. It has
a high wall-so high that no troebles
can get in-so high (bet the joystean-
not get out. How glad the old keep
will be to find the lambs that left ibetu
a good many years ago. Millions of phil-
dren in heaven. Oh, what a n erry
heaven it will make: Not many Jong
meter psalms there. They will lie in
the majority and will run away evith
our song, carrying it up to a still eigh-
er point of ecstacy. Ch. there will be
n shouting. If children on eartb chstred
their bands and danced for joy, -hat
will they do when to the glatlueele of
childhood on earth is added the lad -
ewes of childhood in heaven?
It is time we got Over these m
ideas of bow we shall get out of
world. You make your religion un•
dertaker planing coffins and driving
hearses. Your religion smells off the
varnish of a funeral casket. Rattier let
your religion today come out aud
you the sheepfold that God has pro
_for you. AM you eity, there is a
between this and that. I know it
that Joratin is only for the ale ep
ing. arid they shall go up on the
banks nuow white. They the
great Shepherd. They beard Lisette.*
long ago. They are safe now-ono
and one Shepherd.
Alas for those wile are fatally f
outside the iuclusure The night of
sin howls with jackals; they are t
insi llnr:their blood. The very nin
that lanai may be frisking upo
bills a bear may be looking at it
the thicket.
Mensal Deliverance.
In June, 1815, there was a very loble
party gathered in a house in St. Jaitnes'
square, London. The prince regene was
present, and the occasion was madd fas-
cinating by music and baequetinsi and
by jewels. Whiles quadrille was Meng
formed suddenly all the people reelied
















Henry Percy had arrived with the eews
that Waterloo had been fought and
that England had won the day The
dance was abandoned, the party dis-
persed, lords, ladies and musicians tush-
ed into the street, and in 15 mientes
from the first announceineet of the weed
news the house was emptied ef all its
guests. Oh, ye who are seated 4 the •
banquet of this world or whirlinre in
Its gayetiee and frivolities, if you qould
hear the sweet strains of the g *pet
trumpet announcing Christ's victory
over sin and death and bell, you would
rush forth, glad in the eternal delever-
anal. The Waterloo against sin has
been fought, and our Cetumaudep. In We are authorized
Chief bath won the day. Oh, the )oye of H. D. ALLEN,
this salvation ! I do not care what !met- of Union eounty, as a candidate for
aphor. what comparison you have, irirmg Congress from the Second Oongression- free s 
adleisoeurtatehresi , O. E. West now lives,
It to me, that I may tico 4• , ,1 al district, subject to the action of the, 
cute Hun= W000 & Sow.
bloodiTIC mccratie party.
ft
Rev. Chas, Heins Nash, pastor of the
Baptist church, received a letter from
announetng that the writer would be
able 'o come to Hopkinsville soon to lioni
a protracted meeting if the people here
still wanted him. lie stated that he can
stay here about one week.
THE DATE IS FINALLY SET.
The Battleship "K•oitocky" Will Be.
Lanz eturd Caldera. 24.
On Thursday morniug, March 21, at
10 o'clock, the battleship "Kentucky"
will be lame-heel at Newport Nees The
Secretary of the Navy has offi -Lilly ap-
prised of thee date. The -K. arsage"
will be. launched tit 1030 o'k lock on the
same day.
It is I roposed tel send seve ml special
trains from Keutucky bearing the re p-
reeentative nem end women of the old
Commonwealth. Gov. Bradley and
stet! will be I reseet. It is probable
that a number of Hopkineville people
will attend.
Re-suit. ot a Slap.
John Orndorf was hauled up before
the City Judge to answer to a charge of
wife beating.
His faithful helpmeet testified that
John had "slapped de taste outer' her
mouth." John was fined $25 and (-opt
for breach of the pear e
Now John's wife was in a talkative
mood, and wheu Capt. Armstrong, who
knew a thing or two, skillfully 1111414-
tioned her about the company her hus-
band had been keeping recently, she ad-
untted that they were gamblers and
that her house had been turned into a
crap room. Having told this much, her
tongue became loose at b nth ends and
she coueded the names of the bone
throwers to the police. Several of them
were arrested, and others will be pulled
as soon as they can be found, The fol-
lowing were fined VO and costs, each,
on a charge of gaining: Monroe Chap-
pell, Charlie Dade, Jim Dade, CharPe
Hay nee, Stephe n Haynes, John Orndorf
Henry Oates, and Bert Withers
•
BLINDED BY PREJUDICE.
It is highly I rotable that the idiot
who introduced the cigarette bill in the
Legislature smokes rank, "long-green"
tobacco ins cob pipe, arid drinks a cheap,
mean quality of whisky, but doesn't use
cigarettes, doesn't like the odor from
them, and, therefore, he proposes to
abridge the rights of people who do use
them and who like them. If tioniebody
would get np with a bill to t ut off his
pipe or his tshisky he would paw-up the
earth and tear his hair and rant and
-rare about "sumptuary legielation,"
about "abridging the rights of the citi-
zen," about "legiseiting as to what e
man shall eat and drink," for such a
bell would interfere with his own lab ti;
yet he is ready to prohibit the use of the
cigarettes because he doesn't use them
and the law wouldn't therefore incon-
venience him in the slightest degree.The
same is true of a majority of the men
who supported the cigarette bill in the
House It makes all the difference in
the world wht.se ox is gored. A bill to
prohibit the barter, sale, giving, lending
or ownership of whisky within the State
. u.d not receive a de zen votes in the
House, though the cigarette prohibition
bill went through with ease. • Yet there
is not a man in the Legislature with E0
little sense as not to kuow that in com-
parison to the evil resulting from whis-
ky the harm done by cigarettes sinks in-
to ineignificance. Every argument they
could make against the passage of a bill
prohibiting the sale or giving away of
whisky would lip! 1y with more force to
the cigarette case, but they care nothing
for that fact, because they do not smoke
cigarettes and therefore wouldn't be
inconvenienced in the least by such a
law. The members of the HOUs13 were
influenced entirely by their prejudices
when they voted for the cigarette prohi-
bition bill, which shows that they aro-
ma fit to make laws for the State. They
should have rembered teat other citizene
of the State have some few rights anti
that thousands of them smoke cigarette.
instead of a rank cob pips, and than
they have a right to their choice, have
a right to smoke cigarettes if teey de-
sire to do -so. There are no grounds
upon which a man can justify himself
for voting for sueli a law. Kentack
tans had might as well move to Russia
if their Legislatures are to pass sump-
tuary laws, which are wrong in prime
pie and which, therefore, can not be
juetified under any circumstances
Such a law as the cigarette law men-
tioned would be unconstitutional and it
passed by both houses and signed bt
the Governor would soon be knocked
out by the courts.
WANTED SA1E-MEN -BON local and
travelling to sell our lubricating oils
and greases, either as a tpe-elal or side
hue. Saiery or mermen sion. Special
inducements to hustlers.
TliE EMPIlsE OIL CO.,
si 5t Cl. velaud, 0.
The Leete in se mem will give many n
pocket. book a chance to brace up.
If it's pay an indemnity or fight.
Spain will surely have to fight, for she
neither has any money nor can she get
any.
The Goebel Election Bell will put an
end to the gross frauds that have for
years characterize-el the elections in the
mountain counties
It may he' thin! Richard Crolter kept
his hands in his pockets all the time be
was at that reception because he recog-
nized smite of the crowd and knew that




hii\'egetable Preparation for As-
si mita t ng the Food and Reg ula -




ncss and Rest.Contains neither
Optuni.Morphine nor Millefal
NOT NAUCOTIC.










A perfect Ri'smedy for Constipa-
tion, Slur Stomac h,D iarrhoea.
Worms ,Convulsioris ,Feveri sh-
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.














esstoris is put ep in one-ses bottles only. It
is nst sold in bulk. allow anyone to Ell
you anything else on the pas or promise that it
I. "just as eqed" and "eel sneers every pur-










One tents". oottle of Hall's Great Dis-
covery cures all kidney and bladder
trottblca, removes gravel, cures diabetoe,
seminal emission, weak and lame back,
rheumatism and oh l irregularities of the
kidneys and bladder mu both men and
women. Regulates bladder trouble in
children. If not sold by your, druggist,
will be sent by mail on receipt of $1.
One small bottle 1 two month's treat-
ment, and will ruse any ease above
mentioned. E. W. Hem„
Sole manufacturer, P. O. Box 218,
Warm Texas. Sold op T. D. Arm-
ietead, Hopkinsvihe, Ky,
; READ THIS.
Clanton, Ala., March 3, 1897.- -I cer-
tify that I have been cured of kidney
and bladeler troubles by Hall's Great
Discovery of Waco, Texas, and I can
fully recommed it.
REV. L. B. POUNDS.
All orders promptly filled. Send
Texas testimonials. eod
Two persons were. fatally wounded in
a tight near Yomigetowo, U.
Don't Tobacco Spit sena Smoke Your
Life Away.
If you want to quit tobacco using eas-
ily and forever, be made well, strong,
magnetic, fun of new life and vigor,
take No-To-Isac, the wunder•worker,
that makee weak men strong. Many
tam ten pounds in ten days. Over 400,•
e00 cured. Buy No-To-Bac of your
druggist, under guarantee to cure, 60c
ar $1.00. Booklet and sample mailed
free. Ad. Sterling Remedy Co., Chica-
ne or New York.
Al Garrett, Ind , Fred Simons, killed







Dr. B T. Frank, a • premium citizen
of Paducah, _a dead.
There are three little things which do
more work than any other three little
things created-they are the ant, the
men, %tut DeWitt's Little Early Risers,
the last being the famous little pills for
stomach and liver troubles R. C. Hard-
wick.
Senor Dapuy de Lome says he has
been the victim of mierepresentatiou.
After years of untold suffering from
piles, R. W. Pursell of Kuituersville,
Pa , was cared by using a single box of
DeWitt's Witch Hamel Salve. Skin dis-
ease such as eczema, rash, pimples and
(Attenuate sores are reamiy cured by this
femous remedy. R. d '. Hardwick.
es.--
Work on the removal of the Maine
wreckage has been commenced.
.-•••  •••••--.
What pleasure is the-re in life with a
headache, constipation and bilhousueses
thousands experience them who coulu
income perfectly healthy by using De-
Wittn Little Early Risers, the famous
attle pills. R. (.1. Hardwick.
VS, 
The Czarina of Russia is reported suf-
fering with the small-pex.
How Is This Offer.
On receipt of ten cents, cash or stamps,
d generous sample will be mailed of the-
most popular Catarrh and Hay Fever
,.lure tEly's Cream Balm) sufficient to
eenoustrate its great merit. Full size
sic. ELY BROTHFIte,
56 Warren St.. New York City.
A frieud advised me to try Buy's
;ream Balm aud after using it six
eeeks I believe myself cured of ca
t.trrh. It is a meet valuable remedy.-
nem-ph Stewart, 624 Grand Avenue,
erooklyn, N. Y.
Mayor Later, of Paducah, was indict-
d for violating the Tennessee game law
Oasearete stinumiare neer, elute-ye ann
newels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe
oc
se
Asher Graham. leading merchant of
eurray, fai:ed for f20.000.
CASTORIA







Gen. Lee advisee Americans to leave
Htivana to grave is thee situation.
Just try a the box of Caecarets, the
finest liver and bowel regulator ever
made.
••••
BLOSSOMS-Black poppies, rose and
violets are the prevailing blossoms in
the new spring hats.
A Cure for Rheumatism.
Benton, Ark.
:nears. Lipoman Bros , Savannah, Ga.
Gentlemen :-I had rheumatism about
two months during last winter, was
medium' to my room most of the time. I
saw an advertisement in the Saline
Courier recommending P. P. P. as a-.
cure for rheumatism. I bought three
betties, nut beterel got through with
the third bottle I was cured, and have
not felt the least effect of rheumatisni
mince. It is undoubtedly the best reme-
dy for rheumatism I ever tried. „I can
cheerfully recommend it to therpablia
Yours truly, D. M. CUNNINOILANI.
--woe .
Four lives were lost by an avalanche
at quebec.
Don't annoy others by your coughing, I
and risk your life by neglecting a cold.
me Minute Cough Cure cures couehs,
ereup, grippe and all throat aud
ung troubles. R. C. Hardwick.
The pain caused by Rheumatism is
intense and almost unbearable. If a
dagger was repeatedly driven into the
body, the agony could not be greater.
Rheumatism is a blood disease, and












best and the only sure weapon to use
in battling with the deadly microbes
in the system. It purifies the blood,
builds it up, gives it new life and
strength, and drives out the disease
germs. It is a vegetable compound
that acts directly upon the blood. It 1
works from the inside and supplies




puscles. It is the only Real Blood LAD1E stile mild r411(1., I hry
fall. Proof Free, Supply
Remedy made.' heater, COL111. NA111-NIE4
Every sufferer from Rheumatism,
Catarrh, Scrofula, ieinceie Eczema or
any other blood disease-no matter what
name the doctors
give a-should write
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FOR SALE.
A Woe farm containing 175 acres of
land tying 6 mileeNorth of Hopkinsville.
Price moderate; terms ine cash, balance
in one and 2 years; same place on which
!tot for, Everything.
But if you have weak kidneys, blad-
der trouble or distressing kidney com-
plaint. then Swamp-Root vvill prove to
be just the remedy you need. Too fre-
quent desire to urinate, scanty supply,
pain or dull ac-he- in the back is convinc-
ing evidence that your kidneys and
bladder need doctoring.
I There be eouifurt in then knowledge sooften expressed, that Dr. Kilmer s
'Swamp-Root, the greet kidney remedy
fulfills every wish in relieving pain in
the back, kidneys, late, bladder and
every part of the urinary pussaire. It
corrects inability to hold urine and
scalding pain in miming it, or bad ef-
fects following use of liquor, wine or
beer, and overcomes that unpleasant
necessity of being con.pelled to get up
many tin:: s during the night to urinate.
Thee mild and the extraordinary effect
of Swamp-Root is soon realized. It
stands the highest for its wonderful
cures of the most distressing caees If
you need a medicine you should heave-
nly best. Sold by druggist-, price fifty
cents and one doelar. You may have a
wimple bottle and pamphlet Loth sent,
frees by mail, open' receipt of three
two-eent stamps to co:er cost of postage'
on the bottle. Mention New ER.1
and send your teldrees to Dr. Kilmer &
Co., Biughamptou, N. Y. The proprie•
tors guarantee the genuineness -of this
offer
British sh- ip Asia Was wrecked off
Nantucket and several live a lost.
A thrill of terror is eepenenced when
a brassy cough of croup sounds through
the house at night. But the terror soon
chainges to relief after One Minute
Cough Cure has been administered. Sete
anti harmless for Children. It. C. Hard-
wick.
At Oakland, Cal.. a pegro murdered a
white girl and then suieided.
If pin are- unable to reet at night out-
date of Dr. Belle. Pine Tar Honey will
give you natural and refreshing sleep
It store a cough and cures a Cold quick-
er than any known remedy. It heals
thro it, chest amid lungs, cures Is grippe
permanertly doom nut stupefy-is
harmless. Chiblren love it and old peo-
ple Ilkc it. Take no subetitate. There
te nothing "just ale good."
e - 
The wrecking expedition left New
York Wedueeday for Havana.
When milieus or costive, eat a Caeca-
ret candy cathartic, cure guaranteed
50c 25c
-- --
The third 10 inch rifle- has arrived at
the San Diego fortifications.
Everybody Say 8.
Caecarete Candy Cuthartee, ths most
wonderful medical discovery of the age,
pleasant and refreshing to the taste, art
gently and positively on kidnee a, liver
and bowels, cleansing the entire system,
impel colds, cure headache, fever, hat'
anal constipation and biliousness
Please buy and tie a box of 0. C. 0. to-
day; 10, 25, 60 cents Sold and guaran-
teed to cure by all druggists.
-••••••  A
Henderson Barger. of the "Red
Strings," was killed in Perry county.
No Cure-No Pay.
That is the way all druggists sell
Grove's Tasteless Chile -e ..
and malaria. It is simply iron and qui-
nine in a tasteless form. Children 10‘e
it. Adults prefer it Of bitter, nauseat-
ing tonime Price, De. tete (new 6un
- Turner Reid, a Me xican veteran of
NIL it d smitlenly.
......_
We are !melon% to do a little good in
this world and can thilik of uo plea.ati
tee way to do if then by re-commending
One Minute Cough Cure as a preventive
of ptiemenonie, consuniptioe and other
neerious hung troubles that follow neg-
lected colds. It C. Hardwick
The Acme Mills bought 35,000 bushels







The V:z aya starteel forelavazia Wee-
uesday eve rue g
WI (toping cough is the most distress-
ing malady ; eut its duration can be cut
short by the use' of one minute cough
Cure, which Is also Site best known r. m-
edy for croup and all lung anti bronch-
ial troublete R. 0. liar/twirl.
Hanna rays there will be- no war with
Spelt'. He knows.
Children and minim tenured by burne,
scalds, injuries. eczema or aloe diseases
may iteenre instant relief her using Be
Wite Wos ch Hazel Salve. It s the great
Pile remedy. R. C. Hardwick.
'fhe Governor has slimed the Team y
bill.
One dose of Dr. Bell'e Pine-Ter Honey
given to a child on retiritig steeps mu
cough, relieves eroep or cures a cold
and iueuree quiet, rest amid refreshieg
sleep. It is hal-mime. Babies love it.
All mothers who have used it recom-
mend it.
-•••
- Tle.00,1 people are starving iu the prc-
velem of elantauzus.
Rheumatism Cured It • Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia rti,...dleayys-lii:f. tol4Sys.
Its action upon ilia aysfen. is remarkable
arid mysterolue. It removes at men the
cause and the Meeks° immeetfately
appears. The first dose gretteribeinefits ;
75 eenta• Sold by R. 0. Hardivick Drug
gist HoDirtnavtilp,
The White Plume
of Henry of Navarro gui,loti his




'weakness, pain, maid exeresilasot.
capable- of external treatment, they
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Counnesioner ;of Agriculture Moore
was at the Galt House Saturday after
day afteruoon and attended the meeting
of Republicans held during the day and
reini nee. rays the Courier-Journal.
"WI h the exception of bection Western
Kentucky," said he, "my advices are
that the wheat crop will be good. The
fly is ruiiiitig the crop in certain come
ties in- that tortion of the State, espe-
cially in Christian county, but the crop,
on the whole, will be a good one. A
large acreage of tobacco will be planted
this year, am the farmers seem confident
that the prices will be good.
- - - -
kthear Into Your Shoes.
Allen's k'ooeletse, a powder for the
feet, It cares Nevin% rwollhii, smart-
ing fe'e't :mei instantly takes the stnig
out of sortie arid bunions. It'. the
ereatest tendert discovery of the age
Allen's Foot E.tse make-s tight-fitting or
new shoes feel easy. It is a certain cure
for sweating, callous and hot, tired,
a -hem feet. Try it to-day. Sold by all
druggists lead shoe stores. By mail for
25 eta in stamps. Trial package FREE
Allen S. Almsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
CURES
!INVOKED GOD'S HELP -
(z), WheIC
Judge Cook Prays For r
vine Guidance. %Tor
COURT HAS CONVENED
Tee GrarOlJty Has Been enparel,e. and an
Able Charge Del ver. d.
DOCKET THIS TERM IS lielISIJALLY HEAVY
Cirein't Court ecenventd Monday,
and V. as open -ti by Judge Cook with an
earliest sayer for divine guidance,
while the audienve stood with bowel
heads and respectful silence.
Th. Grand Jdry.













.J. F. Garnett, Peter Boyd, col.
Judge Cook's charge to the jury was
an exhaustive and a most able effort.
the mentbers of the bar united in the
expression that it was one of the best
,•litirires that has ever been delivered in
this section.
A Heavy Dcrket.
The docket is unusually heavy for
this term. Si: hundred end thirty-four
eases are-to come up for hearing. ef
the number one hundred and fifty-seven
are new suits, three. hundred and sixty-
nine continued common law and equity
etudes and one hundred aud eight Corm
monwe-alth cases. The-re are three
murder cases on the docket.
Wow sn Case set.
The case of the Commonwealth
ag. ust T. W. Wooten, who is under imi
clictu mit for killing W. T. Brame,
which had been set for trial next Mom
clay, t venth day of the present term
eel the Circuit Court, was this morning.
by tip reetneat of the parties, re -et. It
will come tip for trial on the 25th May
ef the term, which will be Tuesday,
March efith.
• A-
GREATER ACTIVITY WAS SHOWN
The Local Tobacco Brolt,r• R•port a
Good Business.
During' the last week there was
greater activity titan for some time past
upon the boards of the Hoptinoville to-
bacco market, arid some improvement
in the character of the receipts. The
demaini for the new crop was a little
niOre active, with speculators leiyiug
the bulk of it. There was a strong de-
mand for the finer grades of the weed,
which has had the ce eirnble effect of
urging the-planter to Re' these ready for
the breaks and cffer them as soon as
posseele.
There was a fair demand for the bet•
ter classes of lugs, and most of these of-
te reel were disposed of The 'meal brokers
report business as good in their line,
with orners coming in daily from their
foreign patrous, many en wheel can on-
ly be filled.with diflieulty, weed louse',
mostly in the barn, are active in
some Remove of this distriet, though
the Hopleassviile market is not suffering
this year as it did last, from tee bitter
contest between these buyers and the
warehousemen.
•
LAST OF MEIN ()TON JURY.
E. Wash Harry, Aged Eighty-Seven,
Died Here Yeaterdae Blaming.
E. Wash Harry, an old and respected
citizen, died Sunday morning at his
Rev. Dwight L. Moody, Morday,
home on High street, of old age.
He was eighty-seven years old an)
was a native of Christian county. He
leaves many descendants. His son,
William Harry, died a few , days ago
from protracted hiceoughs.
Wash harry was the last liv meg mem-
ber of the jury in the celebrated Pen-
nington murder trial which resulted in
the hanging of the noted outlaw, Alonzo
Pennitigton.
_
THE FLY BAD IN CHRISTIAN.
What the Commissioner of Agriculture
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your thinking cap or your
working cap? The worm.'
is ho studies to save hers,
1 r /tee expense-who
strives to have her house
look best at all times finds




Best for cleaning everything.
Largest package - greatest
economy.
Tim N. 1. Palrbaak Censure





the Perfect Rose and
P. P. P. the Perfect
Woman.
P. pa P.
:Amman • ()rest Remedy.
Theusands of women ire
suftering needless pain and
humiliation from Blood
Poison, due to the absorption
of impurities from irregular
menstruation or other-causes
P. P. P. will put roses of
health in cheeks disfigured
by pimples, moth, sulgar
redness or eczema.
P. P. P. lassos erelen speci-
fic for all forms of Blood
Poison, Rheumatism, Catarrh
and Dyspepsia.
Georgia M. Bloom. Macon. Cis.,
lb•filt4t: "I had e tired teelmg sad
was run down. I got • bottle el
P. P. P. and It cured me In • oisek's
time. Retort that I could not eat
any thing. New I set at ever,
PROPRIETORS,BROS.,•9 LIPPMAN BLOCK, Savannah, Ga.
All
t. cure rny ram of r,q,.tat,stioa.Casetees..tre tas14411 Lasa
ti,., sever grip or eripe.tiot new easy ealaral.epalts. ham
:Pip an I ho,klet Tree Al, i..TYIL1.1141: It VD! F0.. fleiratel.31imerral. ('se.,tor Sew Sark. iii
....emeemsese
to 4
; 23 et SO 4 C -LISTS
:ABSOLUTE," OIJARAFTEED
TOBACCO WAREHOUSES.




Uopkii Hie, • - - - - Kentucky.
Liberal it dun Ill Nide on Tonne en. Icur %Ifni StorsgeYree
W. G. WHEELE W. H. FAXON.
W i eeler, Mills & Co.,
'fob icco Wa ehousemen, Commission Merchants and
, Grain- Dealers.




Consignments. All Tolee, se Sent us Covered by Insurance
M F SERYER..
People's Warehouse.
anbery & Shryer, Prop'rs.
Railroad Street B tween
and Elev nth.
'Care'ful attention






given to sampling and selling all tobacco consigned to
tobacco in store. All tobacco insured unless otherwise
SHIP YOUR TOBACCO TO
Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.,
PROPRIETORS
Ma :n Tohcco Warcharie.




And all kinds of CleellETERY WORK. Late e esigns, beet workmanship, and
satisfaction guaraeteed in every particular fir Your orders are solicited.
Robot. H. Brown,
Seventh &Virginia Sts., Hopkinsville, Ky.





We Inane Fire., I.
and Life I lisursoce.
the market.
31111n. Toloyce0 see,-
lire a 11•11.44•44 a s pec



















The best to be had D.
tonerles and Itehand-
ty..
oek bought /II141 /44,141.




Hunter Wood. ter Wooa, Jr.
BUNTER WOOD & SON,
Attorneys-At-Law
Office in Hopper Block, up Main over
Planters Bank
H0 P K INSVILLE, - KENTUCKY
Dr. H. TANDY,
1\T "I' I 9 T
Crown and bridge work a speoiaty.
Office over Richard and Oa's. sleep
Main Si.
Kitchrn & Waller,




ood+ Ttilit,wirooicassmv-st Lowest Prices
live WIle ridge 1C %P calr"en- emeneen'enne
The most o colnplete linreif UNDER-
specialty All TAKING in Western Kent, with
'teed at two experienced embalmers; Messrs.
Bailey Waller and W. N. Docker.
Preempt attention both day and night
and satisfaction guaranteed
Telephone h2. Residences 90 and 181.
MAIN Si'. HOPKINSVILLE KY.
L. & N. T me Table.
r. 
Ea. 1 ;'canip , lii,5gii :° 111:e.14 C;116.1 f4falitibt.T.
U. " 51 gill
" VI New Orka
• es sewer- e
khysielan .and Surgeon. rn
OcesOver Plante Bank. ;
2,
tlI s rs-Ban itlitf r.444. .
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"6 SO a. in.
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OFFICE with J.I. L anc es
Hopkinsville, Ky.
W M. Ft QUA.
Phybician and Irgenns
Office with Dr Anderson,
110114(
„
